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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND 
The problem.-- This paper is concerned with the organiza-
tion and classroom presentation of two units of work in blue-
print reading for sheet-metal workers at the secondary-school 
level. It is an attempt to apply the principles of unit 
organization and teaching procedures set forth in Fundamentals 
y' 
of Secondary-School Teaching and the course in the Unit y 
Method in the Secondary School. 
The first basic unit has been planned for forty tenth-
grade boys divided into two equal groups. The second unit 
called the metal-fabricating unit has been planned for one 
class of twenty-two eleventh-grade boys. 
The cooperative course.-- Both units have been planned 
to use with the boys in the cooperative sheet-metal course. 
This course is state-aided and is organized as a distinct unit 
in the senior high school. The forty boys admitted to the 
tenth grade in the cooperative course each year have elected 
. 1/Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teach-
~' Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940, pp. xvi, 671. 
Y"Unit Method in the Secondary School," Roy W. Hill, 
Instructor, Boston University School of Education, Second 
Semester, 1947. 
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to make sheet-metal work their life work. Usually there is 
a waiting list of boys who desire to enroll in the course. 
The cooperative program is organized on a two-week cycle with 
one week of shop training and the next week of related and 
academic work. The shop training is sheet-metal work; the 
related work consists of related mathematics, related science, 
shop processes and pattern drafting; and the academic work 
includes English, social sciences, physical education and 
health. 
The basic sheet-metal training in the tenth grade is 
carried on in our school shop. When the coordinator feels 
that the pupil has acquired enough experience to hold a job, 
the pupil is placed on a part-time job in the sheet-metal 
industry with pay. Pupils work in pairs so that one pupil is 
in school while his partner is on the job and the following · 
week they change places. In many cases the money these boys 
earn is a very important factor in enabling them to complete 
their high-school education. 
Statistics regarding the pupils.-- From the summary 
!I 
I 
'j 
record sheets of each tenth-grade pupil, it was possible to 
obtain the following information: chronological age, intelli-
gence ratio based on the Terman-McNemar Test of Mental Ability I 
Form D, and grade equivalents in reading achievement based on 
the Iowa Silent Reading Test Revised Advanced AM Form. On 
the summary record sheets of the eleventh-grade pupils the 
2 
following information was available: chronological age, i~­
telligence ratio, a percentile score based on a national norm 
of reading achievement for the Schrammel-Gray Reading Test 
Form A, and a percentile score on the Smith and McCullough 
Essentials of English Test Form A. These data are recorded 
in Tables I to VII. 
Chronological ages ef tenth-grade pupils.-- On Janua~ 
first ef this year, the chronological ages of the tenth-grade 
pupils varied from thirteen years nine months to seventeen 
years four months (Table I). The median age was fifteen 
years four months. 
TABLE I 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF PUPILS IN GRADE X 
AS OF JANUARY 1, 1949 
Ages in Years 
and Months 
17-0 to 17-6 
16-6 te 16-11 
16-0 to 16-5 
15-6 to 15-11 
15-0 t0 15-5 
14-6 te 14-11 
14-0 to 14-5 
13-6 to 13-11 
Total 
High 
Low 
Range 
Median 
Frequency 
2 
3 
5 
8 
9 
7 
3 
3 
40 
17 years 4 months 
13 years 9 months 
3 years 7 months 
15 years 4 months 
Intelligence ratios for Grade X.-- The intelligence 
quotients for the tenth-grade pupils ranged from 79 to 132 
with a median of -95 (Table II). 
I R Scores 
130 te 140 
120 to 129 
110 to 119 
100 te 109 
90 to 99 
80 to 89 
70 to 79 
Total 
High 
Low 
Range 
Median 
TABLE II 
INTELLIGENCE RATIOS FOR GRADE X PUPILS 
BASED ON TERMAN-McNEMAR TEST FORM D 
ADMINISTERED IN OCTOBER 1948 
Frequenc7 
1 
3 
6 
8 
14 
6 
2 
40 
132 
79 
53 
95 -
Achievement tests £0r Grade X.-- The Iowa Silent Reading 
Test was given when the pupils were beginning the tenth-grade 
work {Table III). 
TABLE III 
READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES OF PUPILS IN GRADE X 
BASED ON THE IOWA SILENT READING TEST REVISED-
ADVANCED AM FORM ADMINISTERED IN SEPTEMBER 1948 
Grade Levels Frequency 
la- 3 
12.0 to 12.9 1 
11.0 to 11.9 1 
10.0 to 10.9 6 
9.0 to 9.9 3 
a.o to 8.9 6 
'1.0 to '1.9 11 
6.0 te 6.9 2 
5.0 to 5.9 1 
Total 33 
High score 13-
Low score 5.0 
Range 8-
.Median 8.5 1 
ChronGlogical ages of eleventh-grade pupils.-- On January 
first of this year, the chronological ages of the eleventh-
grade pupils varied .from .fifteen years two menths to eighteen 
years two months with a median of sixteen years zero months 
(Table IV). 
TABLE IV 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF PUPILS IN GRADE XI 
AS OF JANUARY 1, 1949 
Ages in Years Frequency 
and Months 
18-0 to 18-6 2 
1'7-6 to 17-11 1 
17-0 to 17-5 5 
16-6 to 16-11 3 
16-0 to 16-5 6 
15-6 to 15-11 4 
15-0 to 15-5 1 
Total 22 
High 18 years 2 months 
Low 15 years 2 months 
Range 3 years 0 months 
Median 16 years 0 months 
6 
Intelligence ratios for Grade XI.-- The intelligence 
ratios for the eleventh-grade pupils ranged from 72 to 130 
with a median of 93 (Table V). 
I R Scores 
130 to 140 
120 to 129 
110 to 119 
100 to 109 
90 to 99 
80 to 89 
70 to 79 
Total 
High 
Low 
Range 
Median 
TABLE V 
INTELLIGENCE RATIOS FOR GRADE XI PUPILS 
BASED ON TERMAN-McNEMAR TEST FORM D 
ADMINISTERED IN OCTOBER 1947 
Frequency 
1 
0 
1 
5 
7 
4 
4 
22 
130 
72 
58 
93 
II 
,, 
I' 
11 
II 
Achievement tests for Grade XI.-- The eleventh-grade 
pupils were given the Schrammel-Gray Reading Achieve•ent Test 
Form A in September 1947. The raw scores were converted to 
percentile seeres based on the national noras for this test 
(Table VI). 
TABLE VI 
READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES FOR GRADE XI PUPILS 
BASED ON THE SCHRAMMEL-GRAY READING ACHIEVEMENT 
TEST FORM A PERCENTILES BASED ON NATIONAL NORMS 
FOR GRADE X 
~ 
Percentile Frequency 
90 to 100 0 
80 to 89 1 
70 to 79 0 
60 to 69 2 
50 tC) 59 2 
40 to 49 2 
30 to 39 1 
20 to 29 4 
10 to 19 5 
Q to 9 5 
Total 22 
High 85 percentile 
Low 4 percentile 
Range 81 percentile 
Median. 24 percentile 
I 
I 
J 
I ,,
g 
The Essentials or English Tests by Smith and McCullough 
were given to this same group in September 1948. The raw 
scores recorded indicate the number of items correct out of 
a possible 157. Percentile sceres are based on the national 
nora for Grade X. (Tab1e VII) : 
TABLE VII 
ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES FOR GRADE XI PUPILS BASED ON 
ESSENTIALS OF ENGLISH TESTS FORM A BY SMITH AND 
MCCULLOUGH 4DMINISTERED IN SEPTEMBER 1948 
Corresponding 
Raw Score Percentile Score Frequency 
fer Grade X 
100 to 109 60 to 75 1 
90 to 99 40 to 59 ~ 
80 to 89 25 to 39 2 
70 to "79 13 te 24 3 
· 60 to 69 5 t0 12 2 
50 te 59 4 4 
40 to 49 $ 2 
30 te 39 3 4 
20 te 29 2 () 
lQ te 19 a • 
Total 22 
Raw Peroentile 
Sc0res Score 
Higll 102 61 
L•w 19 2 
Ra.mge 83 59 
.Median 58 5 
9 
These tables show clearly how weak most of these pupils 
are in reading ability and essentials of English. Only tw& 
pupils in this group equalled or excelled the national median 
for Grade X pupils. 
v 
Pupil 
1 
2 
3 . 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
: 
11 • ' 
1~ 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
TABLE VIII 
INFORMATION ABOUT GRADE X PUPILS 
PREPARATORY Te THE BASIC UNIT 
Age in Years Reading 
and · Months Intelligence Achievement 
Janury 1, 1949 Ratio Grade Level 
14-7 94 7-3 
15-9 91 6-9 
15-3 sa 8-0 
16-2 as 7-9 
14-10 110 9-4 
15-7 115 12-1 
16-3 101 7-0 
16-4 100 7-6 
16-G 93 '7-9 
16-2 79 7-9 
15-9 102 8-8 
15-G 94 s-a 
15-10 121 13-
15-0 116 10-6 
15-9 111 7-9 
16-8 95 7-0 
14-11 124 13-
16-0 95 9-3 
17-7 96 10-0 
16-7 9? 11-6 
14-9 101 7-6 
15-5 114 . 9-8 
14-0 122 10-6 
16-9 92 7-0 
17-0 89 7-9 
10 JL 
Table VIII (concluded). 
Age il!l Years Readi:mg 
Pupil and Months Intelligence Achievement 
January 1, 1949 Ratie Grade Level 
26 15-2 94 8-3 
27 15-6 106 10-2 
28 15-'7 91 7-9 
29 14-0 102 8-3 
30 16-9 82 6-5 
31 14-2 132 10-6 
32 17-5 79 8-2 
33 15-5 95 5-8 
. 34 14-3. 99 8-0 
.35 15-5 85 - 7-0 
36 14-11 106 10-4 
37 15-4 109 10-4 
38 16-3 84 ;:;- 9-0 39 14-11 112 13-
40 14-6 97 r- 9-6 t- .. 
.. 
Home background of the pupils.-- All of the pupils in 
this course eome from homes where money is not overabundant. 
Large families are the rule rather than the exception and most 
1 
o:f the bo¥s feel that they sl!:Lould contribute their share to 
the family expenditures. Some of the homes lack adequate 
:facilities for home study so that the pupils must go to the 
public library to do their home work. 
The parents are hard-working citizens and anxious to 
have their children complete their high school education. 
1 Seven different national origins are represented in this 
group, but English is spoken in all the homes. Fifteen 
Pupil 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
TABLE IX 
INFORMATION ABOUT GRADE XI PUPILS PREPARATORY 
TO THE METAL FABRICATING UNIT 
Age in Years * Reading *lssentiall! 
and .Months Intelligence Achievement o:f Englisl 
JanuarY' l 
' 
1949 Ratio Percentile PercentilE 
18~5 78 4 3 
17-6 79 8 4 
16-11 91 14 5 
16-2 105 30 20 
16-8 104 45 4 
15-5 96 24 52 
16-5 91 29 16 
1'7-l 101 60 42 
16-5 1~0 85 64 
17-9 94 9 2 
16-i 85 23 4 
16-2 lOS 50 30 
16-3 90 66 19 
1'7-5 82 4 3 
16-1 105 11 3 
18-5 89 48 44 
17-6 98 54 9 
17-7 88 11 5 
19..=.6 __ __. ... .... 110 8 5 
16-l 96 23 30 
16-11 72 14 2 
17-7 77 16 2 
j 
*The reading achievement percentile score is baaed on 
the national norm :for the Sehrammel-Gray Test Form A adminis-
tered in September 1947. 
**The Essentials of English percentile score is baaed on 
the national morm for the Smith and McCullough Test Form A 
administered in September 1948. 
I! 12 
i 
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I 
pupils have widowed mothers, six o~ whom work in industry; 
nine other pupils have both their father and mother working 
and one boy is an orphan living with his grandparents. The 
occupations of the parents as listed on the r~gistration 
records include: three longshoremen, fourteen skilled mechan-
ics, five truekdrivers, seven laborers, five salesmen, two 
bartenders, one fireman, three waitresses, ene barber, a meter 
reader, one foreman machinist, five clerical workers, and two 
pensioners. 
Outside interests and activities.-- The "corner gang" 
exerts a strong influence on the social life of these boys. 
Each ''gang" has its e>wn athletic teams and the rivalry between 
"gangs" is strong. The local Boys' Club and the Catholic 
Youth Organization provide leadership and guidance for these 
activities. Football, basketball, baseball, hockey, swimming, 
fishing and boating are all very popular. Three of the boys 
are members o~ the National Guard, three are members of the 
Naval Reserve ,' and two ·are members ef the Marine Reserve. 
Less than half of the boys take part in the organized school 
athletic pregram., but each school team daes have one or more 
of these boys on it. 
Economic pressure forces practically all of these boys 
te secure part-time jobs when they can. State law forbids 
the employment of boys under sixteen in the metal-working 
industry, so they deliver newspapers, grGceries, ice and 
13 
oil; they usher in the local theatres and the ball parks; and 
they clerk in drugstores and delicatessens. 
The classroom.-- Both units will be taught in one of our 
mechanical drawing rooms. On page 17 is a floor plan showing 
the layout of this room with drafting tables for twenty-nine 
pupils. The drafting tables and stools are portable so that 
aBy desired grouping may be made by sliding the tables to -
gether. The drafting tables have a flat top 42 inches long 
by 26 inches wide and are 36 inches high. At the front of the 
room is a large drafting table with an inclimed top 60 inches 
by 36 inches. Beside the teacher's desk is a flat-top table 
with a paper cutter mounted on one end. The reference books 
and catalogues are stored in a built-in bookcase at the front 
of the room and one of the boys acts as librarian to check 
the reference material in and out. The card index for these 
reference books is kept on top of the teacher's desk. Filing 
cabinets were not available so we made some metal boxes in 
the school shop for filing the unit assignments, blueprints 
and check sheets. The sketch on page shows the size and 
construction of these unit boxes. During the class period 
the box ror the unit we are working on will be open on tQp 
of the teacher's desk at the front of the room. At the close 
of the period the box is closed and stored i:n the space under 
the bookcase. Slate blackboards are located at the frent, 
side and rear of the room but the front beard is never 
14 
reserved because so many classes use this rooa. Above the 
side and back boards we have stretched a wire on which we 
hang posters, blueprints, bulletins and displays. An electric 
outlet is available at the rear of the room when we use motion 
pictures or the reflectorscope. All projection equipment is 
stored in another room. 
Teaching conditions.-- Blueprint reading is taught in the 
shop-process class two periods every other week. Because Gf 
the extended period between classes, one unit will cover four 
months cf class work. 
The basic unit will be taught to two classes o~ tenth-
grade boys with twenty pupils in each class. These. boys have 
not 7et had any experience in the sheet-metal industry outside 
of our school shop. For this reason the blueprints used in 
this unit have been selected to supplement their shop experi-
ence. 
The metal fabricating unit will be taught tn one class 
of twenty-two boys in the eleventh grade. Seventeen of these 
boys working alternate weeks in the sheet-metal industry are 
acquiring a wide variety ef experiences. The other five are 
not yet sixteen years of age so their shop training is still 
carried on in our school shop. Two typical blueprints used 
in metal fabricating shops were selected for use in this unit. 
Two of the boys in this class work in the shop that made 
these tool cabinets and helped to fabricate them. Some of 
15 
II 
I 
the boys workimg in ot~er shops will bring in similar blue-
I' II 
II 
1 16 
prints rrom their own shops to study. 1 
Duplicating equipment.-- All or the drawings and tracings I 
were made by the instructor. The blueprints were made in our 
school blueprinting room. The study guides, t~e special- · 
activity guides and the test were prepared by the instructor 
and duplicated on a liquid-process duplicator in the co-
ordinator's ofriee. 
Visual aids.-- A 16 mm. sound motion picture projector 
and an opaque projector are available in the school. Tke 16 
mm. '?ound rilm. ''Behind the Shop Drawing" was 'borrowed from the 
U. s. Naval Air Statian at Squantum. Blueprints donated by 
sheet metal contractors were hung on the wires at the side and 
rear of the drarting room. A new visual-east projector has 
just been acquired and we plan to use it in our pooling-of-
experience phase. 
I. 
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I 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE BASIC UNIT IN BLUEPRINT 
READING FOR SHEET-METAL WORKERS 
General statement of the unit.-- Sketches and pictures 
have been used by man since prehistoric t~es to convey his 
ideas and thoughts to others. In our industrial age, the 
inventor, the designer or the architect conveys information 
concerning the shape and size of an object to the mechanic 
by means of a drawing or blueprint. Perspective and isometric 
drawings may be used effectively in shop sketches for simple 
parts of machines or buildings. However, when the object 
becomes complicated orthographic projection is used. Most 
blueprints lise this system more eoJUnonly called Three-View 
Drawing. Quite often more than three views are needed to 
clarify the drawing although only one or two views may be 
required on other drawings. However, the same basic princi-
ples apply regardless of the number of views required te make 
the draftsman's intentions clear. 
Del~tatien of the unit. 
1. Blueprints are reproductions of working drawings. 
a. They are made from tracings. 
b. They are made on chemically treated paper. 
:19 
c. Many copies may be made from the original tracing. 
d. The tracing may be filed for reference. 
2. A mechanic must know the meaning of the different lines, . 
symbols, conventions and abbreviations used on blueprints. 
a. Every line on a blueprint has a definite meaning. 
(a) A heavy s0lid line represents the outline of the 
object or a visible edge. 
Example 
{2) A dotted line represents a hidden or invisible edge. I 
Example --------------------
($) A dot-and-dash line indicates a center line. 
Example 
(4) A light continu0us line with an arrowhead on each 
end is a dimensi0n line. 
Example 
(5) A light line extending from but not quite touching 
the object is an extension line. 
Example I 
(6) A double dot and .single dash line is a cutting 
plane line. 
Example 
{7) An irregular zig-zag line is a break 11-ne. 
Example 
-----AN\.r 
b. Symbols help the draftsman convey his ideas to the 
mechanic. 
20 
(1) Sy.mb0ls indicate different types of material. 
(2) The American Standards Association has developed 
uniform standard symbols for use on drawings. 
{3) These symbols have been published in chart and book 
form by the A. s. A. 
(4) Special Study Guide nuaber one is a copy of these 
symbols. 
e. Conventions are simplified methods of indicating stan-
dardized parts such as doors, windows, stairways, and 
II 
II 
/I 
II 21 
I 
II 
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II 
'I 
screw threads. These conventions have I been standardized 1 
by the American Standards Association. 
d. A key to the abbreviations used is generally found om 
the blueprint. 
e. Piece marks are enclosed in a circle, ror example 103 • 
The code is indicated in the Bill e:f' .Material. 
3. A mechanic must understand the principles of orthographic 
projection. 
a. The relationship o:f' the views is constant. 
(1) The :front view is always made looking directly at 
the front of the object. 
(2) The top view is always made looking directly down 
on top of the object. 
{3) The end view is always made looking directly at the 
end o:f' the object. 
b. On a blueprint, each view has a de:f'inite position in 
I 
I 
li 
relation to the ether views. 
(1) The top view is always directly ab~ve the front view. 
(2) The front view is alwa~s directly below the top 
view and on the same level with the end view. 
(3) The end view is usually a right-hand end view and 
is located to the right of the front view and on the 
same level with it. If a left-hand end view is used 
it is located to the left of the front view but on 
the same level. 
e. Sectional views are used to clarify the construction of 
complicated objects and may be placed in any convenient 
part of the blueprint. 
4. A mechanic must be able to visualize the finished object 
from the blueprint. 
a. Lengths are determined f .rom the top view and the front 
view. 
b. Widths are determined from the top view and the end view. 
c. Heights are determined from the front view and the end 
view. 
d. The shape and proportions of the object are visualized 
by considering all three views together. 
5. Working drawings are always drawn in proportion, that is, 
to scale. 
a. Some drawings are enlarged to make details clearer. 
b. Some drawings are made the a.ctual size of the object. 
,22 
e. Mast drawings are made to reduced scale. 
6. The sheet metal worker must be able to secure infermation 
from the blueprint quickly and accurately. 
a. The title b~~ck usually gives: 
(1) The name of the object 
(2) The number of pieces required 
(3) The material required 
(4} The scale of the drawing 
b. Separate parts must be identified. 
c. D~ensions of parts muBt be determined. 
d. Quantities required must be determined. 
7. The sheet metal worker must be able te visualize each 
piece of the complete object before it is formed t& shape. 
a. Location and type of joints must be determined. 
b. The shape and size of each piece must be deter~ned. 
c. Necessary laps or seams must be allowed for. 
List. of Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning Products 
A. Indil!ect 
1. An appreciation of the draftsman's skill in express-
ing his thoughts clearly. 
2. A realization that all blueprints use a common 
language. 
3. An appreciation of the need for accurate reading 
and checking of blueprints. 
I 
I 
-I 93 
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B. Incidental 
1. Operate the blueprint machine. 
2. Ability to detect an error on a blueprint. 
3. Ability to recognize a few co.mmon symbols, fer 
example: 
a. concrete 
b. brick 
c. wood 
4. Ability to recognize a few common conventions, fer 
example: 
a. windows 
b. doors 
c. stairwa;ys 
!i 
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Unit Assignment 
TentatiTe T~e Allotment--Eigat Weeks 
II 
1. Pre-test.-- The first period is devoted t~ the administra- II 
tion of the pre-test. 
II 
This test is the same one that will 11 
be given upon cempletion of the unit. It is made up in !1 
three parts; the first part contains fifty true or false 
items, the second part consists Gf forty-four questiens 
about a simple blueprint, and the third part requires the 
student to identify dimensions from the same blueprint 
that are needed on the patterns for the various parts of 
the hoed. In presenting the pre-test, the teacher will 
point out that the results will :not in.fluenoe the marks 
and he will urge that each pupil try to answer all ques-
tions. 
2. Introductory e.ctiTity.-- The second period will start with 
a bulletim board display and a discussion guided by the 
teacher. The display consists of a group of blueprints 
with a sample of each of the following kinds: an archi-
tectural print, a machine print, a heating print, a plumb-
ing print and an aviation print. The discussion will be 
developed and guided by the teacher with the following 
type of questions: What are blueprints? Do you know any-
one who uses blueprints? What kinds of blueprints have 
you seen er heard about? What differences have you noticed 
:I 
II 
., 
II 
II 
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en difrerent kinds of blueprints? What common characteris-
tics do all blueprints have? Could an AmerieaD mechanic 
interpret French or German blueprints with a knowledge of 
the foreign languages? During the last half of this 
period, the film "Behind the Shop Drawing" will be shown 
to the class. 
3. Core activities.-- At the beginning a:f tb.e third period 
the teacher will distribute the first section or the 
pupils' study guide. It will be necessary to explain to 
the class hew the unit method operates and how to use 
study guides amd reference material. The teacher should 
point out to the pupils the following: 
a. Pupils may work together in small study groups if they 
chose to do s0. 
b. Re:fereDce materials are indicated b'f code om. the study 
guide, for example, (12:248-257) indicates reference 
book number twelve, pages 248 to 257. 
e. An individual or a group may start on any item on the 
study guide that they are interested in. 
d. A list of optional related activities will be posted 
on the bulletin board at the front ef the .roa.m. Any 
optional activity must be approved by the teacher berore 
the pupil starts it. 
e. Special study guides for some o:f the optional reaated 
activities will be found in the rile on the teacher's 
26 
desk. 
f. All pupils are expected to complete those items on the 
study guide marked with an asterisk. 
4. Pupils' study guide.-- First section. 
a. What is a blueprint? How is it made? What two materials 
are tracings made on? What are the advantages of each I 
material? Are all blueprints blue?. \Vb.at other colors 
may they be~ (3:1-2) {4:3-4) 
b. Why are blueprints important to the architect? to the 
person building a home? to the contractor or builder? 
to the mechanic? (4:1-2) 
c. Why is mechanical drawing a universal language? Can you 
identify or name fi.ve different kinds of drawings? I 
Select any sheet metal object, and sketch it five ways 
showing these different kinds of drawings as en exhibi-
tion for the class. (2:7-12) 
*d· Lines on a blueprint in the mechanical drawing language 
are similar to letters and words in a written language. 
Each type of line mas a definite meaning. Study the 
alphabet of lines on special study guide number one and 
then see how many you can locate on the display of blue-
prints. (2:17-21) (5:20) 
*e. What is a title block? Where is it usually located on 
a blueprint? What information do we find in a title 
block? Study the blueprint display and note what 
iRtarmation is found in all title blocks and also what 
additional information is found on some. (8:26) 
*f· Can you find a bill of material on any Gf the blueprints \ 
displayed? What information is f0und here? What is a I 
piece mark? Make a list of the different kinds of ma-
terial noted on any one of these blueprints. {8:26) 
*g. How does a working drawing differ from a picture? What 
views are most O$mmonly used in a working drawing? How 
do we imagine we are looking at the object in each of 
I these views? (6:1-4) (7:3-5) 
What language ij 
I 
h. What does orthographic projection mean? 
the meaning derived from? What term is used more com-
monly that means the same thing? ( 3: 3) 
*J· On page 29 is drawing number Bl. Answer all the ques-
tions about this drawing on the following two pages and 
then ask the teacher for the answer key. Mark your own 
answers and correct any errors. Ask the teacher for 
help if you can not understand any answer. (5:51-53) 
*K· On page 32 is drawing number B2. Answer all the ques-
tions about tais drawing on the following two pages and 
then ask the teacher for the answer key. Mark your own 
answers and correct any errors. Ask the teacher to 
clarify any answers you do not understand. 
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3L\OE CLEAT 
BLUE PRINT READING fQr SHEET METAL WORKERS 
Basic Unit 
' 
Study Guide (item j ) SLIDE CLEAT · 1 
.I 
Note: Letters are used on some o£ these drawings so that J 
questions may be asked about lines and surfaces without 
using a great number of descriptive items. 
1. What is the name of the piece? 
2. How many are required? 
3. What are the pieces made of? 
4. What is the blue print number? 
5. What is the overall length cf the finished 
piece? 
6. What is the overall width of the finished 
piece? 
7. What is the overall height of the finished 
pieee? 
8. In what two views is the length the same? 
9. In what two views is the height the same? 
10. In what two views is the width the same? 
11. How many bends are there on this piece? 
12. If letter (B) represents the top surface, 
what line in the front view represents the 
top of the pieee? 
13. If letter (C) represents the surface in the 
£r~nt view, what line in the top view 
represents the same surface? 
14. What line in the end view .represents surface 
fA.) in top view? 
15. What line in the end view represents surface 
(C) in the front view? 
30 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
2G. 
BLUE PRINT READING ror SHEET METAL WORKERS 
Basic Unit page 2 
Point (F) in the end view represents what line 
in the top view? 
What kind, or type or line is line (Z)? 
What kind, or type or line is line (X)? 
What kind, or type or line is line {Y)? 
What do we call the numerals on the drawing? 
'I 
I 
II 
II 
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BLUEPRINT READING FOR SHEET METAL WORKERS 
Basic Unit 
Study Guide (item k) COVER PLATE 
Note: Red capital letters are used as learning aids 
on this drawing so that questions may be asked about points, 
lines, and sur~aees without using a great number of descrip-
tive items. 
1. What is the name of this piece? 
2. What is it made e:f? 
3. How many are wanted? 
4. What is the seale of this drawing? 
5. How many holes are there in the cover? 
6. How large are the holes? 
7. What is the distance between a of the holes? 
8. What is the distance between the edge of 
the hole and the end of the cover? 
9. What is the distance between the edges 
the two holes? 
10. What type of line is line (D)? 
11. What type of line is line (A)? 
12. What type of line is line (C)? 
13. What type lf line is line (R)? 
14. What type of line is line (K)? 
15. To what angle is the plate bent on line 
16. To what angle is the plate bent on line 
17. To what angle is the plate bent on line 
16. What point in the end view represents 
line (A) in the top view? 
of 
(L)? 
(P)? 
(N)? 
ANSWERS 
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BLUEPRINT READING FOR SHEET METAL WORKERS 
Basic Unit 
19. Point (Y) in the end view is represented 
by what line ia the front view? 
20. Point (Y) in the end view is represented 
by what line in the top view? 
21. Line {H) in the top view is represented 
by what point in the end view? 
22. What does line (B) in the top view 
indicate? 
23. What does line (C) in the top view 
indicate? 
24. What d0es line (F) in the top view 
indicate? 
25. What line in the top view corresponds 
ta point {U) in the end view? 
il 
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I 5. Pupils' study guide.-- Second section. 
II 
II 
I 
This section will be distributed at the beginning of the 
fifth period. 
Sketch freehand three views of a rectangular flaring 
pan that measures fourteen inches by ten inches on the 
top, ten inches by eight inches on the bottom and is 
three and one-half inches deep. The front end sides havei\ 
a one-inch flare and the back has a three-inch flare. 
Allow one-inch laps on the sides to rivet on the front 
and back. The top will be wired all around with a number 
eight wire. The pan is to be made of twenty-six gauge 
black iron. 
*b. Sketch freehand a three-view drawing of any sheet-metal 
project you have made in the school shop. When you have 
cempleted the sketch ask yourself these questions: Are 
the three views in the proper relative positions? Are 
the Yiews drawn in proportion.? Are all necessary dimen-
1! 
sions o:n the sketch? Are the dimensions clear? (5:51-551) 
*e. Sketch freehand an outline of the patterns needed to 
make the project you sketched in b. How does a pattern 
differ from a working drawing? Have you added the re-
quired laps? Why are the notches cut? What is the 
angle of the notches? How do you indicate the way to 
form the pattern? 
*d. Get a triangular seale from the teacher, examine it and 
35 
answer the following questions: What d~es the number 
one on the end of the seale indicate? What is the 
smallest fractional part of an inch indicated on this 
scale? What other seale is marked off on the same edge? 
How many feet are numbered on the cme-ineh scale? Refer 
to special study guide number two. 
*e. On page a series of lines have been drawn to scale. 
Get a triangular seale fram the teacher and measure 
these lines according to the scales indicated. Write 
the length that each line represents in the space at the 
right. Ask the teacher for the key and correct your 
own paper. Ask the teacher for help if you cannot 
understand why any of your answers are wrong. 
*f. Why are sectional views used? Where may a sectional 
view be located on a drawing? What does a section line 
indicate? What do the arrows at the ends of a section 
line indicate? (1:26-27) (5:39-43) 
g. How many different ways can a break be indicated? What 
different reasons may a draftsman have for indicating a 
break on a drawing? What do we mean by a cross-section 
of an object? 
6. Laboratory phase.-- From the third class period to the end 
of the eleventh period in th.is unit, all the pupils will 
have an opportunity to work as individuals or in small 
groups. All of the mechanical drawing equipment will be 
36 
available rer use as it is needed. The portable drarting 
tables and stools may be moved to secure any desirable 
grouping but they must be returned to their original posi-
tions at the close or each period. It .will also be neees-
sary to provide free access to the reference material, the 
special study guides, the list of optional related activi-
ties, and the display ef blueprints on the walls. The 
teacher will control the size and membership of groups as 
well as the selection or optional related activities by 
requiring the pupils to get his approval before any action 
is taken. The teacher will circulate through the room 
watching the progress of individuals and groups, assisting 
them when they need help and guiding all activities in-
directly. 
7. Pooling or experience phase.-- The twelfth, thirteenth, and 
rourteenth periods will be devoted to a discussion of the 
reports submitted by members of the class. Any exhibits 
completed before these periods will be displayed in the 
draf'ting room. It may be possible to duplicate any out-
standing reports so that each pupil can have a copy for his 
own notebook. 
8. Final test and pupil evaluation.-- During the fif'teenth 
period, the same test that was used as a pre-_test will be 
given as a f'inal test. After each pupil has completed his 
final test, he will be given an opportunity to indicate 
37 
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!I Blueprint Reading--BASIC 
I SCALE DRAWING ASSIGNMENT SEEET 
Measure accurately each <i>ne of the lines shown 
I 
I below using the seale indicated at the left and recording 
I in feet and inches at the right. your answer 
No Seale Line Answer 
I 
3L8"ial I I 1 Ft I I I 
I L _l 2 3" = 1 Ft .. I I 
I. 1/2"=1 Ft I - ~ 
I 
3 .. - . .... .. -- -
3/lsi' .... l L 
I 
4 Ft - 1-·. I 
5 1" : 1 Ft I I . 
6 1 1/2"-=1 Ft I I 
7 1/4"=1 Ft I I - .. 
8 3/32"=1 Ft - -1--· -- ---1 - . •. ·.·-·· -·· 
9 3/4"= 1 Ft I - - I 
10 1/8"=1 Ft ---1 - 1---·--- -----·-· -··· ·-· ·- . - . 
11 3/32"=1 Ft I I - I I 
12 3/4"-=1 Ft I 1.. --·-· I 
13 1/4"=1 Ft I 1- - ..• 
14 1 1/2"=1 Ft __ I I 
15 1" = 1 Ft I 1-------
3/16''=1 Ft L . I 16 . ·-· r 
. 17 ~ 1/2"=1 Ft I I I -. - _I -- -
18 3" = 1 Ft --- I ... 
19 3f8 11 =1 
J I Ft I I 
.. 20 1/Si'-=-1 Ft I I 
' 
!I 
,, 
I 
II 
what he thinks o£ the unit method. A check sheet will be 
distributed by the teacher and the pupils will fill them 
out and return them unsigned at . the end of the s.ixteenth 
period. 
Optional Related Activities 
:I I· 
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II 1. Ask the drafting instructor if you may help to make some I 
of the blueprimts used in our school. Prepare a report on I 
I 
this process for the class. I 
I 2. Make an inked tracing of any project you would like to 
make in the school shop. Prepare a report of the various 
steps involved for the class. Ask the drafting teacher for 
help. 
3. Secure one of the shelving blueprints from the teacher and 
make up an accurate cutting schedule. 
4. Make a detailed layout to seale of the patterns needed for 
this shelving job. 
5. Secure the leader head blueprint from the teacher. Draw 
an accurate profile for the leader head full size. Ask 
the teacher to loan you drafting instruments. 
6. From the blueprint of the leader head develop a set of 
full size patterns for the various parts. Ask the teacher 
to loan you dra£ting instruments. 
7. Prepare an exhibit of bl~eprints made from picture film 
in sunlight. Ask the drafting teacher for some scrap 
blueprint paper. (1:2-3) 
I 
I 
II 
II 
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8. As an exhibit, draw an accurate £loor plan of yeur 
to scale. Use standard symbols and conventions to 
home li 
indicat~~ 
the location of' doors, wiadows, electrical fixtures, heat-
ing units and plumbing fixtures. 
9. Prepare an exhibit of all the different symbols you can 
find on the blueprints displayed around the room. 
10. Compare any two of the blueprints displayed around the 
room. Prepare a report for the class pointing aut the 
similarities and di.f:ferences en the twQ prints. 
11. Secure a blueprint of the Paint Cabinet from the teacher. 
We build at least six of these cabinets every year for use 
in the other Boston schools. Study the blueprint and 
answer the questions on the attached sheet. 
12. Layout to seale an accurate pattern for one or more of the 
pieces on the Paint Cabinet. Ask the teacher to help you 
choose from the following list: 
a. body 
b. top 
c. bottom 
d. door 
e. corner brace 
f. side hinge straps 
g. center binge straps 
h. top hanger 
j. top stiffeners 
10 
k. chain clips 
1. shelf' supports 
m. upper shel:r 
n. lQwe,r sh.el:f 
o. hinge rod 
p. end hinge strap 
13. What is the Ozalid process o:r duplicating? How do Ozalid 
prints differ from blueprints? What is tla.e greatest ad-
vantage of this process? Would y0u prefer to work from 
an Ozalid print or a blueprint? Why? 
., 
14. Anyone interested in photography might prepare a report 
and an exhibit comparing the process of developing nega-
tives and printing pictures with the blueprinting process. 
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Blueprint Reading Test 
BASIC UNIT 
Part I 
Directions: The £ol1Gwing statements are either true or 
£alae. If 70u think a statement is TRUE, draw a circle around 
the letter T. If you think it is FALSE, circle the letter F. 
Note the following sample: 
Blueprints are used in sheet metal shops. 'f F 
1. Blueprints fade when exposed to sun~ight. T F 
2. Blueprints are made by drawing white lines on blue 
paper. T F 
3. If a blueprint is destroyed another drawing must be 
made. 'f F 
4. Every line on a blueprint has a definite meaning. T F 
5. A dot and dash line represents an invisible edge. T F 
6. A heavy solid line represents a visible edge. T F 
7. An extension line must touch the object. T F 
a. An irregular zig-zag line is a section line. '1' F 
9. A dimension line has arrow heads on both ends. T F 
1®. A double-dot and dash line is a cutting-plane. T F 
11. A center line is always in the middle of a drawing. T F 
12. On a blueprint, a break line indicates that the 
metal is to be bent there. T F 
13. Symbols are used to make blueprints look more com-
plicated. T F 
14. Each drafting room uses its own symbols. T F 
11 15. It is necessary to memorize the standard symbols 
11 before reading a blueprint. T F 
43 
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16. Symbols help the mechanic to understand what the 
dra~tsman wants. T F 
17. Doors and windows are always drawn out in detail. T F 
18. Piece marks indicate the number o£ pieces required. T F 
19. The di£ferent views of an object may be placed any-
where on the blueprint. T F 
20. The top view is always placed directly above the 
end view. 'f F 
21. The end view is always placed below the front view. T F 
22. A front view is the same as a photograph. T F 
23. The front view is drawn at a slight angle to the 
front of the object. T F 
24. The right hand end view is placed on the same level 
with the front view and to the left of it. T F 
25. Sectional views may be placed 1n any convenient 
location. T F 
26. The shape of any object can be visualized from one 
view. T F 
27. Heights may be determined from the top view. T F 
28. Lengths may be determined from the £ront view. T F 
29. Widths may be determined from the end view. T F 
30. Heights may be determined from the . front view. T F 
31. Lengths may 'be determined from the end view. T F 
32. Widths may be determined from the :front view. T F 
33. The front view shows the length of the object. T F 
34. The top view shows the height of the object. T F 
35. The end view shows the width of the object. T F 
36. A sectional view is used to show the inside of an 
object. T F 
37. All parts of a working drawing are made in propor-
tion. 
T F 
38. On a scale where 2" : 1 11 , the drawing is smaller than 
the object. T F 
39. A full size scale is larger than the object. T F 
40. An architect usually draws the floor plans of a 
building full size. T F 
41. Seale 3" = 1' means 3 inches on the drawing equals 
one ~oot on the object. T F 
42. On a scale drawing where 2" =_1 11 , the details are 
made clearer. T F 
43. With a seale of li" = 1', a line that measures 2!" 
represents 18" on the -object. T F 
44. With a scale of -tn = 
represents 24". 
1' , a line that measures 1!11 
45. With a seale of 3" = II, i" equals 1". 
46. With a scale of 3/8" =-1 1 , 3/8 11 equals 12". 
47. A sectional view must be drawn full size. 
46. The title block is the first thing to look at on a 
blueprint. 
49. All necessary information is always given on a 
blueprint. 
50~ It is necessary to study all 3 views to visualize 
the shape of .an object. 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
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Blueprint Reading Test 
&.SIC UNIT 
Part II 
Directio.ns: On the blueprint ef the HOOD FOR CUTTING 
TABLE, you will find same capital letters enclosed in circles, 
for example A • These letters are inserted as learning aids 
to enable us to talk about a point, a line, or a surface with-
out an extensiTe explanation. Each question in this test can 
be answered by one letter, one word, or one dimension. Study 
the blueprint and then write the answer to each question in 
the space at the right. Try to answer all questions. 
SAMPLE: 
a. The length of the hood is 
b. M indicates an line 
e. One invisible line is marked 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. The line marked B is a line 
2. The line marked L is a line 
3. The line marked F is a line 
4. The line marked N is a line 
5. The line marked R is a line 
6. The top view is marked 
7. The .front view is marked 
a. The end view is marked 
9. The scale of this drawing is 
10. The baffle support detail is a view 
ll 46 
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11. The height ef the hood is 
12. The length of the hood is 
13. The width of the lilood is 
14. The angle irc>n .frame is made of _x_x_ 
15. The angle iron is fastened to the haod with 
16. The baffle is fastened to tlile supports with 
17. The baffle aupJ)ort is fastened to the hood with 
18. The ,tap of the hood measures 
19. What is the size ef the l!>a:t'fles? 
20. Om which face of the hood are the outlets 
located? 
21. How far from the left hand end is the center 
line of the first Qutlet located? 
22. What is the distance from the top of the hood 
to the top of the outlet? 
25. What shape is the cross section of the outlets? 
24. How far above the bottom of the hood are the 
baffles located? 
25. · Row mueh space is there between the baffle and 
the side of the hood? 
26. What is the baffle support made of? 
27. How wide is the apron om the hood? 
28. Line E in the top view corresponds with 
what point in the end view? 
29. Point V in the end view corresponds with 
what 1rne-in the front view? 
30. Point .JL_ in the top view corresponds with 
what line in the front view? 
31. Line H in the front view corresponds with 
what rrne in the end view? 
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.X 
X 
32. Line 
line 
33. What 
line 
34. What 
line 
35. What 
G 
M in the top view corresponds with what 
in the front view? 
point in the front view corresponds with 
0 in the top view? 
line in the front view corresponds with 
P in the end view? 
point in the end view corresponds with line 
in the top view? 
36. What line in the e:nd view corresponds Jwith poi:nt 
__i_ in the top view? 
37. What gauge material is used to make the hood? 
38. How many pieces of galvanized iron are there 1n 
the hood? 
39. How much flat .bar is used to make one baffle 
auppert? 
40. How many ~eet of 2"x2"x3/16" angle iron are 
needed? 
41. What size rivets are used on this job? 
42. How many t"xl" round head stove bolts are needed? 
43. What is the rivet spacing on the angle iron 
.frame? 
44. How far apart are the baffle supports spaced? 
----
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Blueprint Reading Test 
BASIC OIT 
Part III 
Directions: The sketches below indicate the shape o£ the 
II 
I 
I! i 9 
il 
patterns -ror the separate pieces. that make a HOOD FOR CUTTING I 
TABLE when bent up and assembled. On these sketches the dimen- ~ 
sions are indicated by capital letters enclosed in a circle, 
-ror example A • From the blueprint determine the actual 
dimension -ror each letter and write your answer in the eorres-
ponding block at the right of the sheet. 
For example: 
E:ND 
- __ FRONT 
TDP 
T 
® 
~------------~1 
I· -C0 ------trJ 
. _ BAFFLE 
K 
~~I 
..__.___.___---4 II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
1: 
CHAPTER III 
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE .METAL FABRICATING UNIT IN 
BLUEPRINT READING FOR SHEET METAL .WORKERS 
General statement o£ the unit.-- Ketal fabricating is 
am ~portant part of the sheet meta~ industry. The modern 
design of refrigerators, washing machines, cabinets, stoves, 
and other products calls for rounded cerners and streamlined 
effects. Where tae quantities are large enough, these products 
are pressed out with large dies. Many loeal shops specialize 
in making limited quantities of cabinets and casings where the 
cost of dies would be p~ohibitive. The many different pieces 
of metal are formed on the press brake, assembled in jigs, and 
tb.e:n welded together. A sheet metal wor.ker in this type of 
shop must be able to read blueprints quie~ly and accurately. 
Del~itation of the unit.--
1. The pupil must unde.rstand the relationship of the different 
views on the blueprint. 
2. Fabricated products are usually rectangular in shape. A 
pupil should be able to visualize the :finished product from 
the blueprint. 
3. The pupil must be able to locate the seams or joints in the 
metal in order to layout the patterns. 
I 
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4. The pupil needs to visualize each piece as it looks in 
the f'lat. 
5. The pupil must be able to determine every dimension f'or 
each piece f'rom the blYeprint. 
6. The pupil must learn to read dimensions accurately and 
efficiently. 
7. The pupil must 0e able to determine how the various pieces 
are assembled and fastened. 
a. Bend allowances are made to f'aeilitate assembly and erec-
tion. The pupil must understand when to make these allow-
ances and how much to allow. 
9. The pupil must understand that it is important to know 
whether inside dimensions or outside dimensions are given. 
10. The pupil should be able to determine the amount of' stock 
needed on a job. 
11. The pupil must be able to read a bill of' material. 
List of Probable Indirect and Incidental 
Learning Products 
A. Indirect 
1. An appreciation of' the degree of aeeuraey involved in 
this type of work. 
2. An appreciation of' the draftsman's skill in expre.ssing 
his thoughts clearly . 
. 3. An appreciation of the val-ne of advance planning in 
speeding up assembly and erection. 
_.-.~·[ __ ,, 1;:dv~r<.:ity 
~'(~ilvc.i -1f l-_ duca-uon 
......_, · _i:Jfi:' ry 
~ --':" ........ 
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4. An appreciation of the type of surface required for 
good metal fimishing. 
5. An understanding and appreciation of tae products made 
in this type of shop. 
B. Incidental 
1. The pupil may acquire some ability to determine the 
thickness of different gauges of metal from a standard 
gauge chart. 
2. The pupil may acquire some ability to interpret welding 
s-ymbols. 
3. The pupil may acquire a working knowledge of the welding 
processes commonly used. 
4. The pupil should feel a growth of confidence in his 
ability to interpret the ideas of the draftsman or 
engineer. 
II 
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Unit Assignment 
Tentative Time Allotment--Eight Weeks 
1. Pre-test.-- The first period is devoted to the administra-
tion of the pre-test. This test is the same one that will 
be given ttpon completion of the unit. It is made up in 
two parts: the first part contains twenty-five true or 
false items, and the second part contains twenty completionj 
type statements. Questions eighteen to twenty, in part two, 
require the pupil to visualize different parts of the 
Instrument Cab~et in the flat. The teacher will point out 
that the results will not influence the marks, and he will 
urge that eaeh pupil try to answer all questions. 
2. Introductory activity.-- The second period will start with 
a bulletin-board display and a discussion guided by the 
teacher. The bulletin-board display consists of a collec-
tion of pictures of different types of metal cabinets, such 
as a refrigerator, a deep freeze, a meat-display ease, a 
vending machine, an insulated heater jacket, and a movable 
tool rack. The discussion will be developed and guided by 
the teacher with the following type of questions: Why are 
metal cabinets so popular today? What are the advantages 
of using metal instead of wood in building cabinets? What I 
kind of surface do you notice on all these cabinets? What are 
il the cabinets made of? How are they constructed? How are the 
pieces secured together? What types of welding are used? 
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II 3. Core activities.-- About the middle o~ the second period, 
the teacher will distribute tlae pupils 1 .study guide. It 
will be necessary to explain to the class how the unit 
method aperates and how to use study guides and reference 
material. The teacher should point out to the pupils the 
~ollowing: 
a. Pupils may work together in small study groups i~ they 
choose to do so. 
b. Re~erence materials are indicated by code on the study 
guide, ~or example: 6:132-139 indicates re~erence book 
number six, pages 132 to 139. 
c. An individual or a group may start on any item on the 
study guide that they are interested in. 
d. A list G~ optional related activities will be posted on 
the bulletin board at the ~ront o~ the room. Any op-
tional related activity must be approved by the teacher 
be~ore the pupil starts it. 
e. Special study guides ~or some o~ the optional related 
activities will be found in the file on the teacher's 
desk. 
£ • .All pupils are expected to complete those items on the 
study guide marked with an asterisk. 
4. Pupils' study guide.-- The blueprint for the Tool Cabinet 
is on page 62 . Study it care~ully and then see if you can 
answer the following questions: 
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*a· What does the zig-zag line in the plan view indicate? 
What de ws see in the upper part of the plan view? What 
do we see in the lower part of the plan view? 
*b. What does the zig-zag line in the front elevation indi-
I 
eate? Why is the shelf shown partly as a dotted line 
and partly as a solid line in the front elevation? How 
many separate pieces are used in making the front? How 
many pieces are used in making the -back? 
c. Why is the sectional view shown? Why is the end eleva-
tion shown? 
*d· What are the piece numbers for the sides? What radius 
is the side rolled tG at the tc:>p,? What radius is the 
side rolled to at the bottom? What shape is the pattern 
for the side when it is stretched out flat? How many 
bend lines and roll lines would you need on the pattern? 
How wide is the flange on the side? 
e. Where is the door located? On which side is the door 
hinged? What is the overall width of the door? What 
is the oYerall height of the door? How much clearance 
is allowed at the top of the door? at the bottom? on 
the right-hand side? on the left-hand side? What is 
the clear opening of the door? 
f. How is the top constructed? How deep is the recess in 
the top? How wide is this recess? How long is this 
recess? 
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*g. On page 60 is an outline or an isometric cube. On this 
sheet make a rreehand isometric sketch showing the de-
tails of the Tool Cabinet. 
*h· The drawing on page 64 represents the outline or the 
< 
pattern for piece number five. The dimensions you need 
to know are indicated by letters. From the blueprint, 
determine the actual dimension for each letter and 
write your answer in the corresponding block at the 
right-hand side of the sheet. 
*j. The drawing on page 65 represents the outline of the 
patterns ror the rront panel. The dimensions you need 
to know are indicated by letters. From the blueprint 
determine the actual dimension for each letter and 
write your answer in the corresponding block at the 
right-hand side of the sheet. 
k. The drawing on page 66 represents the outline of the 
pattern for the shelf. Write in the dimensions as 
indicated in (j}. 
*1· The drawing on page 67 represents the outline of the 
patterns for the top and door. Write in the d~ensions 
as indicated in (j}. 
m. The drawing on page 69 represents the outline of the 
patterns for the end panels. Write in the dimensions 
as indicated in (j). 
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*n. Below are some typical formed seotiana, determine the 
stretohout required for each one and write your answer 
in the space at the right. Refer to special study 
guide #1. 
,.. I 4- ~ r.~ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "' . f . ' ' ' • ' . ' 2' L . =u:L:G:AUX?lf.=:-.--:==--=--
5" ~ 
- ~.. . .. -,--,.. 1\-u·- G-E - - !c· ~ I ~ - ---- --- ~~ I , ·_ } 
I •///7/LZZZL/LZ 7/ 
I - - _, 
~3~·~{j' 
r- I • 
I 
~~ 
I" I 
~4 - ----- -~ '_ - . ---L. ·~-. -U:GE~. =--~~·::: 
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*P• Below are some typical rolled sections, determine the 
stretchout required for each one and write your answer 
in the spaee at the right. Refer to special study guide 
/12. 
(I) ANSWERS 
(z) 
~ 1'' ~ 
' e " . . 
(4) 
T 
7" 
_l 
(5) 
~---3" RADIUS ------?'~. 
10 GAUQE 1 
-----.1 
ji'' BAND IRpN 
--cr Check answers with ke_y. 
_:_j_V 
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Optional Related Activities 
1. What does 16. gauge mean? What gauge is used in this 
country for measuring the thickness of sheet steel? How 
was this gauge established?. When was it established? What 
tolerance is allowed at the tolling mill? Prepare a report 
for the class. 
2. Prepare an exhibit showing five different kinds of sheet 
steel used by metal fabricators. Indicate the special 
.properties, the identifyin.g characteristics, and at least 
one job for each of the five kinds of steel. 
~. What is a spot weld? How is it made? Draw a sketch of 
the spot welder in our shop on transparent paper and ex-
plain to the elass how it operates. 
4. What is a tack weld? Prepare a report for the e~ass on the 
equipment required for oxy-acetylene welding. Explain how 
it is connected and how to light the torch. 
5. Make a sketch of the cross-section through an oxy-acetylene 
torch on transparent paper. Explain to the class how the 
flame is controlled. 
6. What is a plug weld? Prepare a report for the class on the 
operation of an arc welder. Draw a diagram on transparent 
paper to show how the electric circu.it is completed <!>n a 
welding job. 
7. Make an exhibit of the different types of welds used on 
this job. 
I 
I 
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a. Compare tke direct-cUPrent are welding machine with the 
alternating-current arc welding machine. Bring out tke 
advantages and disadvantages of each type. 
9. Prepare a Bill of Material for the Tool Cabinet and make 
a cutting schedule for 1250 cabinets using standard size 
sheets. Refer to special study guide number three 
"Preparing a Cutting Schedule." 
10. Figure the cost of the material for one Tool Cabinet. 
a. Determine the size of the blank needed for each piece 
Gf the cabinet. 
b. Figure the weight of the stGck needed. 
e. Find the current price of sheet steel from the latest 
issue of the "Sheet Metal WGrker" magazine. 
d. Allow 15 per cent for waste. 
e. Compute the cost. 
11. Make a collection of other metal fabricating blueprints 
for display on the bulletin board. 
12. Lay out the patterns needed for any other metal fabricating 
job. 
1~. Prepare a report on the manufacture of spun glass used 
for insulation. 
14. Examine some of the metal cabinets you see every day. 
How are they protected from rust. Prepare a report for 
the class on any one method you are interested in. 
!I 
II 
II so 
15. Modern produotien techniques require rapid dr7ing of 
enamels and lacquers. Visit one of the local metal 
finishing plants to inspect their drying oven. Prepare 
a report for the class. 
16. The teacher has a number o£ other typical blueprints 
you may wish to study. Layout patterns for the Tarious 
pieces required and dimension them as a blackboard exhibit. 
1?. You may secure a blueprint o£ this type that you wish to 
study from the shop where you work. Make a list e£ ques-
tions about the things you do not understand and then 
ask the teacher for help. 
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Blueprint Reading Test 
METAL FABRICATING UNIT 
· Part .I 
Study the blueprint of the INSTRUMENT CABINET and mark 
the ~ollowing statements. Some of the statements are true 
and some are false. If. you think · that a statement is true 
draw a circle around the T at the right~hand aide of the 
sheet. If you think the statement is false draw a circle 
a!"ou.nd the F . 
Example: 
The Instrument Cabinet ·is made of sh~et ~teel. T F 
1. Piece number 4 includes the front and two sides. T F 
2. Section A is taken through the top. T F 
3. The overall width. of the cabinet is- 20". T F 
4. The 1 1/2" x 1/8" C.R~ bar is inside the cabinet. T F 
. ' 5. The diagonal lines on section A are invisible 
edges. 
6. The det.ail of the front panel is the · same scale 
T F 
as the· rest Gf the drawing. T F 
7. The channel base i ·s 3" high~ T F 
s. The clip shown in section. B is installed on both 
sides Qf the cabinet. T · F 
9. The cabinet and base are flush all around. T F 
10~ All four edges of the top are rounded. T F 
11. The door is located on the back. T F I' 
I 
·I 
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12. The cabinet is 5' 8" high. 
1~. The front is made in one piece. 
14. Piece number 1 is a flat plate when finished. 
T 
T 
T 
F 
F 
F 
15. The base is made of angle iron. T F 
16. The hole in the bottom is 8" in Diameter. T F 
17. The large hole on the panel has a 6 3/4" radius T F 
18-. The panel is flanged 3/4" all around. T F 
19. The rectangular hole on the panel measures 1 3/4" 
x '7/8". T F 
20. The holes to secure the cabinet to the floor are 
9/16" in diameter. T F 
21. The 2 7/16" diameter holes in the panel are eleven 
inches between centers. T F 
22. The front panel is riveted to the sides. T F 
23. The thickness of the material can be disregarded 
on this job. T F 
24. The 15 1/8" measurement on the · sides is taken on 
the inside of the cabinet. T F 
25. Piece numbers 18 and 19 are the locking device. T F 
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Blueprint Reading Test 
METAL FABRICATING UNIT 
Part II 
Study the blueprint of the INSTRUMENT CABINET and com-
plete the following statement with one word or one dimension. 
Example: 
The door is located at the 
The overall height measures 
1. The front and two sides of pieee number 1 are 
rounded to a radius of 
2. The front projects over the base 
6 § " 
3. The body of the cabinet is made of 
---------pieces. 
. 4. The coped out channels are piece numbers 
5. The length of the vertical welded seam at 
the top of the front is 
6. The distance from the :front of the cabinet 
to the nearest edge of the 4" hole in the 
bottom is 
7. The front panel is secured to the sides by 
8. From the top of the panel, the 2 7/16 holes are 
9. On the front panel, the length of the chords 
between centers of the 3/8" holes is 
10. On the front panel, the distance between the 
center of the 3/8" holes and the edge of the 
12 3/4" hole is 
11. The top is joined to the sides by 
12. The thickness of the stock in the base is 
13. C.R. on piece number 14 stands for 
------
14. The hinge used on the cabinet is a 
------------ hinge. 
15. The gauge 0~ the stock used in the door is 
16. The locking device is made by 
17. The froD.t panel is made of 
18. Layout the pattern for piece number 7 to scale and 
indicate all necessary dimensions. 
19. On the ~ext page, patterns for the channel frame are 
stretched out. The dimensions are indicated by letters. 
Write the actual dimensions for each of these letters 
in the proper square at the right hand side of the sheet. 
20. Ask the teacher for one of the other parts of the cabinet 
to dimension. 
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Metal Fabricating Unit 
Speeial Study Guide #1 
BEND ALLOWANCE FOR SQUARE BENDS 
..,_ __ ,z: > ' ,.. I
A B c 
Sketches A, B, ana C show three different types of 
square bends frequently used in sheet .metal work. 
TYPE A 
shows a single square bend for a 1 1/2" flange on a 
piece of sheet steel ~/16" thick. To determine the stretehout 
between points 1 and 2, subtract one thiclmess ,of the metal 
from the width of the flange. 
TYPE B 
shows a U-clip 2" outside made of saeet steel 3/16" thick. 
To determine the stretchout allowance .between points 3 and 4, 
subtract two thicknesses of the metal from the width of the 
flange. 
TYPE C 
shows a clip with two bends going in opposite directions. 
The stretehout allowance between points 5 and 6 is figured 
the same way as type B. 
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ALLOWANCES FOR ROUNDED CORNERS 
Most modern cabinets are made with rounded corners to 
give a streamlined effect. These corners are usually formed 
on & press brake and the amount of stock allowed to form the 
corner must be figured accurately. The stock on the inside 
of the curve is compressed or shortened and the stock on the 
outside of the curve is stret·ched. The eenter ~ of the 
stock retains its original length. A 
For example: 
If we have a cabinet made 
of 1/8" steel and the corners are 
rounded to a 4" outside radius, the 
radius to the of the stock equals 
the o.s. radius--thickness of stock 
radius 
The stretehout between points A and B is determined 
using the formula 
Note: To find the radius when the I.S. radius is given 
add 1/2 thickness of stock to I.S. radius. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALU~TING THE BASIC UNIT 
Prelimdnarz planning.-- In planning these two units for 
blueprint reading, sixteen 45-~nute periods were allowed for 
each unit. The following schedule indicates the number of 
the period and the date the lesson was taugat.-
TEACHING SCHEDULE 
UNIT I BASIC UNIT II METAL 
FABRICATING 
Grade X Group A. Grade X Group B Grade XI Group c 
Period · Date Period Date Period Date 
1 2-15-49 1 3-1-49 1 3-2-49 
2 2-1'7-49 2 3-3-49 2 3-4-49 
3 3-8-49 3 3-15-49 3 3-16-49 
4 3.;.10-49 4 3-16-49 4 3-18-49 
5 3-22-49 5 3-29-49 5 3-30-49 
6 3-24-49 6 3-31-49 6 4-1-49 
7 4-5-49 7 4-12-49 7 4-13-49 
a 4-7-49 8 4-14-49 8 4-15-49 
9 s-3-49 9 4-26-49 9 4-27-49 
16 5-5-49 1Q 4-28-49 10 4-29-49 
11 5-17-49 11 5-10-49 11 5-11-49 
12 5-19-49 12 5-12-49 12 s-13-49 
. 13 5-31-49 13 5-24-49 13 5-25-49 
14 6-2-49 14 5-26-49 14 5-27-49 
15 6-'14-49 15 6-7-49 15 6-8-49 
16 6-16-49 16 6-9-49 16 6-10-49 
The basic unit was taught the seventh period on Tuesdays and 
Fridays to two tenth-grade groups on alternate weeks. The 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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metal-£abricating unit was taught the seventh period on 
Wednesdays and Fridays to one eleventh-grade group every 
other week. 
The teacher's log of the basic unit.-- The teacher kept 
a rough log of the daily activities in the classes. In these . 
brief notes, pupil reactions, pupil comments, exceptionally 
good work, difficulties encountered, re.ferences to group work, 
and references to individual work were all logged. Errors 
and omissions in the mimeographed material were noted so that 
corrections could be made before the unit is taught again. 
During the pooling-of-experience phase the teacher logged a 
number of questions that were used to clarify points in the 
discussion. This log is valuable to the teacher because it 
enables him to: 
1. Make the necessary revisions in the study guides. 
2. Determine what items to discard. 
3. Make necessary changes in the sequence of topics. 
Teaching the Basie Unit 
Introduction of the basic unit.-- The first period on 
the basic unit was devoted to the administration of sections 
one and two of the pre-test. The teacher distributed the 
first two sections of the mimeographed pre-test and urged 
each pupil to try to answer all the questions. He also ex-
plained that the pre-test was for the teacher's information 
and that the results would not ini'luenee the pupils' marks 
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in any way. With much moaning and shaking of heads, all but 
one of the pupils started the pre-test. This individual knew 
that he couldn't answer the questions because he didn't know 
anything about blueprints. After a little coaxing, the teacher 
was able to convince him that he could answer some questions 
and he got started. 
A display of typical blueprints was hanging on the side 
and rear walls when the boys entered the room for the second 
period but not one pupil paid any attention to it. Section 
three on the pre-test was distributed and the pupils were in-
structed to do as much as they could, then turn in the pre-
test and examine the display of blueprints on the walls. The 
last pre-test was turned in within ten minutes and a general 
discussion of the uses and characteristics of blueprints fol-
lowed. The last twenty minutes of the second period was 
devoted to showing the film "Behind the Shop Drawing." 
Pupils' study guide.-- A five-minute discussion at the 
beginning of the third period cleared up some of the points 
that the pupils did not understand in the film, "Behind the 
Shop Drawing." The teacher distributed the first section of 
the pupils' study guide and explained the operation of the 
unit method. He pointed out that certain items were marked 
with an asterisk (like *d), which indicated that everyone 
was expected to answer the item. Other items were to be done 
only 1r they appealed to the interests or the individual j 
I 
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pupils. ETery item has a reference indicated in parentheses 
at the end of the item to help the p~pil answer the questions. 
For example (3:49-51), the 3 indicates reference book number 
three and 49-51 indicates pages forty-nine to fifty-one. The 
reference books are numbered on the front cover to correspond 
with the list on the bulletin board and are kept in the book-
ease at the front of the room. The pupils were delighted to 
learn that they might work together in small groups and start 
anywhere on the study guide. The idea of optional related 
activities was new and no apparent interest was evident at 
the beginning. The teacher explained the list of suggested 
optional activities on the bulletin board, and demonstrated 
how to find the special study guides for these activities on 
his desk. The teacher established a maximum of three pupils 
in any work group so it was not necessary to move any drawing 
tables around the room. During the last twenty minutes of 
this period, the pupils formed their own groups and started 
to work with the study guides. The teacher expected that the 
brighter pupils would team up together and let the slower 
ones go on their own, but he noted that the brighter pupils 
usually had one of the slower pupils in his group and helped 
him considerably. The teacher also noted that most of the 
pupils started with item a. and worked right down the list. 
Lack of sufficient copies of reference books slowed up the 
progress. 
I 
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Fourth and fifth periods.-- At the beginning of the fourthl 
period, the pupils formed their own groups and were working 
on their own activities when the teacher arrived. As the 
teacher went around the reom working with different groups, 
questions by the pupils enabled the teacher to call attention 
to the optional related activities and three groups decided 
to try some of them. 
The second section of the pupil's study guide was dis-
tributed at the beginning of the fifth period. A fire alarm 
drill sounded about the middle of the period and several of 
the boys questioned, ''Do we have to go? 11 
Sixth, seventh, and eighth periods.-- One group of boys 
displayed an exhibit of blueprints which they had made in the 
blueprint room. They also demonstrated the process by de-
veloping a blueprint by sunlight right in the classroom during 
the sixth period. 
Checking their own work with answer keys was a new ex-
perience for most of the boys. The teacher advised the pupils 
not to change their original answers unless they understood why 
their answers were wrong. Checking back the teacher found that 
many or the pupils, anxious to get a high score, changed the 
answers without understanding why they were wrong. 
After a brief discussion with the entire class, the 
pupils decided that the marks were not as important to the 
individual as a clear understanding of the blueprints. 
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Ninth, tenth~ and eleventh periods.-- During the ninth 
period all but one of the groups were working on the optional 
related activities. Although twelve blueprints of the pai~t 
cabinet were available it was necessary to make ten additional 
prints to supply the demand. Moat of the pupils ran into dif-
ficulties in laying out the patterns for the various parts of 
the paint cabinet. It was evident that more training in layout 
work was needed, particularly in notching and allowing for the 
thickness of the metal. 
Plans for the pooling-of-experience phase were made 
during the tenth period. Each pupil in the class selected 
one topic on which he would make a report and the teacher 
scheduled these for the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth 
periods. 
At the end of the eleventh periGd, practically every 
pupil wanted more time to complete his part of the unit. Many 
of the pupils spent hours outside of class to finish up, but 
the limited number of reference books was a serious handicap. 
, ·. I 
Pooling of experience.-- The three periods devoted to 
the pooling-of-experience produced more live interest for all 
hands than the teacher believed possible. The pupils making 
the reports used the visual cast projector to show their pat-
terns with all necessary dimensions. The other pupils com-
pared ~heir work with the image on the screen. Discrepancies 
in the work were brought out through discussion and the pupil 
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reporting had to justify his conclusions. These reports took 
longer than the time allotted, and six pupils did not have 
time to make their reports. 
Final test.-- All three sections of the final test were 
distributed at the beginning of the fifteenth period. The 
majority of the pupils had enough time to answer all the ques-
tions during this 45-minute period. Seven of the pupils re-
mained at the end of the period to finish the test and the 
last one turned in his papers twenty-two minutes after the 
elcse of the period. 
II 
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All tests had been marked and were returned to the pupils 
at the opening of the sixteenth period. This period was spent 
in reviewing the test questions and correcting the wrong 
answers. Near the end of this period, the teacher distributed 
an inquiry form designed to determine pupil reactions to the 
unit method of instruction. He pointed out that the replies 
were to indicate exactly what each pupil thought about this 
method. Comments were invited about the bad features as well 
as about the good points. The inquiry for.ms were filled out j 
I 
without any further discussion and were returned to the teacher 
before the class was dismissed. 
The inquiry form will be found in a later part of this 
chapter under the heading of pupil opinion of the basic 
unit. 
Statistical Treatment of the Test Results 
Qn the Basic ~nit 
The pre-test.-~ Table XVIII of the Appendix furnished 
the data for the statistical treatment of all test results. 
Table X shows the range of the scores on the pre-test. Tae 
highest score was 59, the lowest score was 25, and the arith-
metic mean was S9.0. 
TABLE~ 
ARITHMETIC MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF THE TOTAL SCORES IN THE BASIC UNIT PRE-TEST 
I~ A GROUPED FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
Class Interval ;; 3 
Limits Midpoint Frequency 
f 
59-61 60 1 
56-58 57 1 
53-55 54 1 
50-52 51 2 
4'7-49 48 3 
44-46 45 5 
41-43 42 6 
38-40 39 4 
35-37 36 4 
32-34 33 1 
29-31 30 5 
26-28 27 4 
23-25 24 3 
Totals N 
-
40 
Ari thmetie .Mean 
Assumed mean • 39 
fd { e .1.) -- 0 ( -.z:) trt. 
-y- 40 .., - ~ 
M : 39 
Deviations 
··i! 
Frequency 
Deviation! 
fd td2 
-'7 
-6 
-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 
0 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
1 
6 
5 
8 
9 
10 
6 
0 
-4 
-2. 
-15 
-16 
-15 
49 
36 
25 
32 
2'7 
20 
6 
0 
4 
4 
45 
64 
75 
fd - 0 fd2 - 38~ 
Standard Deviation 
S.D. = e. fd2 - fd 2 
-y- , 
: 3 387 - 0 2 
To 40 
- 3 9.675-0 
S.D. : 9.345 
Gro1.1.p]l" 
~----· I 
~Opupils 
GroupOl __ ;----r Group.J1l,.._t __ _, 
13p£Jplls 14-pJJpi/s Group II 
----- 11./JPIJ.J!§. 
Group I 
------
2 pupils 
Actual clistribution of pupils on the 
basic unit pre-test scores w1th the 
normal distribution in red. 
39 
14 2.3 24- :33 34 4;j 44 . ' .S3 5"4 63 
Figure 1· . Relative growth 5Cale on 
basic L.lnlt pre-test . 
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Figure 1 depicts the relative scores grouped about the 
mean and also the actual distribution and standard distributi 
of the scores on the pre-test. These results, when compared 
with the corresponding table and figure for the final test 
(Table XI and Figure 2), show significant gains in Groups I, 
II, III, and IV. 
The final test.-- Total scores on the final test are 
treated in Table XI and in Figure 2. 
TABLE XI 
.ARITHMETIC MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION . OF THE TOTAL 
SCORES IN THE BASIC UNIT FINAL TEST IN A GROUPED 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
Class Interval = 3 Frequency 
Limits Midpoint Frequency Deviations Deviation! 
fd2 f ell .fd ' 
83-85 84 2 -6 12 72 
80-82 81 2 -5 10 50 
77-79 '78 2 -4 8 32 
74-76 75 5 -3 15 45 . 
'71-73 72 1 -2 2 4 
68-70 69 6 -1 6 6 
65-67 66 0 0 0 0 
62-64 63 4 -1 -4 4 
59-61 60 3 -2 -6 12 
56-58 57 5 -3 -15 45 
53-55 54 3 -4 -12 48 
50-52 51 1 -5 -5 25 
47-49 48 1 -6 -6 36 
44-46 45 0 -7 0 0 
41-43 42 1 -a -8 64 
38-40 39 1 -9 -9 81 
Totals N = 3'7 fd = -12 fd
2 
= 524 
TABLE XI. {concluded) 
Aritbmetie Mean Standard Deviation 
Assumed Mean • 66 S.D. • e fd2 fd2 
-y- -
-r 
M • AM - e.i. fd = 3 524 -12 
2 
----y- ~ - 37 
= 66 - 3 -12 = 3 14.162 - 0.105 
- 3'7 
= 66 - 3 (-0.324) • 3 14.057 
= 
66 - 0.972 = 3 (3.75) 
M 
= 
65.018 S.D. = 11.25 
The total scores extended from 83 to 40; tbe arithmetic mean 
was 65.018; the standard deviation was 11.25. There were 
more cases in Groups I and II and fewer eases in Groups III , 
IV, and V in the actual distribution than in the normal. 
With only thirty-seven eases, these variations from the 
normal distribution are not significant. Comments on the 
scores of individual pupils will be made later in the chapter. 
9 ..... . ,._ D 
(jroupll I~ pupil§ 
Group IF /Z pL;piiJ 
6roupi 
GroupY 5 pupilv 
6 pupils 
I 
1 I .ouo/1 
Actual d,:,tribution of toto/ scores on 
baJic un/t final test with the normal 
distribution /n red 
. 65. 0/(fJ 
32 4243 77 78 - &I · . . 
Figure Z. Relative growth scale /or 
._ total scores on ho.sic un/t final test. 
Gains.-- The gains in the scGres in the final test over 
the scores in the pre~test are treated in Table XII and 
Figure 3. 
TABLE XII 
ARITHMETIC MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE GAINS 
IN THE FINAL TEST OVER THE PRE-TEST ON THE BASIC 
UNIT IN A GROUPED FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
Class Interval = 3 Frequency 
Limits Midpoint Frequenoj Deviations DeviationE 
f d fd 
50-52 51 1 -a 8 
47-49 48 0 -7 0 
44-4:6 45 0 -6 0 
fd 
64 
0 
0 
41-43 42 2 -5 10 50 
38-40 39 3 -4 12 48 
35-3'7 36 1 -3 3 9 
32-34 33 4 -2 8 16 
29-31 30 3 -1 3 3 
26-28 27 4 0 0 0 
23-25 24 4 -1 -4 4 
20-22 21 4 -2 -a 16 
2 
1'7-19 18 4 -3 -12 36 , 
14-16 15 3 -4 -12 48 
11-13 12 1 -5 -5 25 
8-10 9 1 -6 
-6 36 
5-7 6 1 -7 -7 49 
2-4 3 1 -8 -8 64 
· ' 
' 
Totals N · ·37 fd • -20 td2 = 468 
Arithmetic Mean Standard Deviation 
Assumed 27 SD 2 2 mean • = c fd fd 
- - --,r N 
M = A.M. - c.i. .t'd 2 ,.---
= 3 468 -20 ~ - ~ 
= 27 - 3 -20 3 12.649 37 • - 0.292 
= 
27 - 1.62 = 3 (3.52) 
M = 25.38 SD = 10.56 
Grouplll 
15 pL.lpils 
§!o_LJE.lf_ Group .L1 1---
9 pupils 9 pLipils 
Grol/pV Group I IZ pLipih 2 PLipils J 
· - Actual distribution of gains in tota) .scores 
on final test over total scores on the 
basic unit pre- test. 
25.36 
FigLtre 3 . Relative qrowth scale for 
the gains on the final test over the basic 
unit pre- test. 
I 
I 
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The gains extended £rom 51 to 4; the arithmetic mean was 
25.38; the standard deviation was 10.56. The actual dis-
tribution o£ gains in the total . scores of the £inal test 
over total scores in the pre-test corresponded with the normal 
distribution in all fiTe groups. A study of the gains in each 
of the three sections of the test brought out some im.terest-
ing facts. Pupils with the higher scores on section one o£ 
the pre-test made smaller comparative gains than the pupils 
with the lower scores. Four pupils made lower scores on 
section one in the £lnal test than they made on the· pre-test. 
All of the pupils admitted that they guessed on many of the 
test items in this section. The gains made in sections two 
and three are probably more significant because the pupil 
had to know the answer in order to complete each item. In 
section three on the pre-test, twelTe ~upils were unable to 
answer any items correctly; but they were able to answer 
£rom four to nine o£ ~hese items correctly on the final test. 
Every pupil im. the class improved his score on sections two 
and three on the final test. 
Accomplishment of IndiTidual Pupils on the Basic Unit 
Pre-test scores ·.-~ The high score of 59 011 the pre-test 
belonged to a happy-go-lucky individual with an I~ of 115 
and a grade level score of 12-1 on the reading achievement 
test. On the first section om. the final test, he dropped 
three points from .his corresponding score on t~e pre-test. 
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His total score or 72 on the final test was the twelfth best. 
The second highest score on the pre-test was 58. The 
boy making this score was fourteen years and ten months or 
age, his intelligence ratio· was 110 and his grade level in 
reading was 9-4. His score o.f 75 on the final test was the 
tenth best in the class. 
The third highest score on the pre-test was 53. The 
boy with this score was fourteen years and eleven months or 
age with an intelligence ratio or 124 and his grade level 
on the reading achievement test was 13-. His score or 81 on 
the final test was the third best in the class. 
Final test scores.-- Two boys were tied for first place 
with marks or 83 on the final test. One of these boys was 
the youngest in the class with an intelligence ratio of 122 
and a grade level score in reading achievement of 10-6. His 
pre-test score was the eighth best. The other boy had an 
intelligence ratio of 106 and a grade level score in reading 
achievement of 10-2. 
The third and fourth boys were also tied with a score 
of 81 on the final test. One finished third on the pre-test 
and the other was fifteenth on the pre-test. 
Gains.-- The maximum gain was 51 points. The quiet, 
shy, Armenian boy making this gain was thirty-second on the 
pre-test, and fifth on the final test. The blueprint reading 
appealed to him and he did considerable work outside or 
lOO 
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class. His report during the pooling-or-experience phase 
was outstanding. During the laboratory phase, many or the 
other boys sought his aid. 
Another boy made a gain or 43 points over his total 
score on the pre-test. He exhibited to the class several 
machine blueprints rrom his father's shop. He told the class 
that bis rather was made foreman because of his ability to 
read blueprints accurately. 
On the other end of the scale one pupil made a net gain 
of only 4 points. He dropped four points on section I of 
the final test, and gained three alld five points on sections 
II and III respectively. Throughout the work on the unit, 
he was willing to let the others do the work while he coasted 
along with the group. His intelligence ratio and his reading 
achievement score are both low. In June, he decided to change 
to another course because he was not interested in sheet metal 
work. 
The boy who made the second lowest gain on his score on 
the final test had an intelligence ratio of 75 and a reading 
achievement of 7-0. Nevertheless, he got a lot out of his 
work on this unit. He made an excellent tracing and demon-
strated the process of blueprinting by developing a blueprint 
in class by sunlight. 
Correlation with shop work.-- Every year at least six 
metal paint cabinets are made in the tenth-grade shop for 
l 01 
use in the other schools. The blueprint for this project 
was studied as an optional activity in this unit. This year 
twelve paint cabinets were built in the sheet metal shop. 
The shop instructor said they were the best he ever produced 
and he felt that the boys were more interested because of 
their blueprint reading. He also had the boys make tracings 
and blueprints for three new projects this year. 
Other Methods of Evaluating the Pupil's Work 
Teacher's observation.-- In addition to the objective 
tests, there are other methods by which a student's work in 
the unit was evaluated. These questions give a clue to his 
success in the basic unit work. 
1. How does he study the blueprint? 
2. Does he know what infor.mation may be found in the 
title-block or the bill-of-material? 
3. Does he understand the relationship of the different 
views? 
4. Can he visualize a sectional view? 
5. Does he perceive the shape of the pattern in the flat? 
6. Can he concentrate on new work that is being developed 
ill class? 
7 •· Does he dQ his share of work when working with others 1 
8. Are his questions usually intelligent? 
The above questions may be answered through teacher 
observation of the pupil. His mark on the objective test 
may be influenced by reading ability, by fatigue, or some 
emotional factor, while his work over a long period of time 
may show real ability in blue~rint reading. 
Therefore, the final evaluation of the pupil's progress 
in the unit will be based upon his standing on the objective 
test and upon the teacher's judgment as to how· well his class 
work, group work and individual work have answered the fore-
going questions. 
Pupil Opinion of the Basic Unit 
The inquiry form.-- !t the close of the unit an inquiry 
form was given to the pupils. There was no advance notice 
that this was to be done, and the responses were written 
without discussion, so it is believed that pupils gave un-
biased replies. A eopy of the inquiry form is shown on 
page l9lin the Appendix. 
The questions were as follows: 
1. Did you like the unit method? 
2. Do you like the unit method better than the usual 
method of learning? 
3. Did you work harder on the unit method than you 
usually do? 
4. Do you believe you learn more with the unit method? 
5. Did you enjoy the reports during our pooling-of-
experience phase? 
6. Did you enjoy the opportunity to make your report to 
the class? 
7. Do you feel that you learned more working in a group 
than you would have working alone? 
a. What did you like best in the unit method? 
9. What did you dislike most in the unit method? 
10. What suggestions would you make to improve the unit? 
Pupil responses· to the inquiry form.-- Pupil responses 
to the items in the inquiry form are given in Table XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
REPLIES TO THE INQUIRY FORM GIVEN AT 
THE COMPLETION OF THE BASIC UNIT 
~uestion in Replies 
Condensed Form 
Yes No 
1. Like unit 32 5 
2. Unit better 24 8 
3. Work harder 14 12 
4. Learn more 28 6 
5. Enjoy reports 35 2 
6. Enjoy reporting 21 12 
7. Group learning 33 4 
Uncertain 
--
5 
11 
3 
--
4 
--
--:. o1 ~ . r; 
. 1 - ... 
TABLE .XIII (concluded) • 
Question in 
Condensed Form 
8. Best feature of 
unit method 
9. w·orst feature of 
unit method 
10. Suggestions for 
improving the unit 
Replies in Order of Frequency 
1. Opportunity to work with other 
pupils. 
2. Choice of topics. 
3. Work at own speed. 
4. Group discussion. 
5. Optional activities. 
6. Marking own work. 
1. Trying to get reference books. 
2. Reading so much. 
3. Reporting on topic. 
4. Too many papers. 
5. Wasting time arguing. 
1. More reference books. 
2. Make the reading material easier 
3. More blueprints to choose fram. 
4. Allow more time. 
5. Provide more exhibits. 
CHAPTER V 
EVALUATING THE METAL FABRICATING UNIT 
Teaching the Metal Fabricating Unit 
Introducing the unit.-- Blueprints of the Instrument 
Cabinet were distributed to the class with sections I, II, 
and III of the pre-test. The teacher informed the pupils 
that he was attempting to find eut what they already knew 
about blueprints. The pupils went to work earnestly and the 
entire period was devoted to administering the pre-test. At 
the end of this period, all but one of the pupils indicated 
that they bad answered all the items they were able to do. 
A display of pictures showing different types of metal 
cabinets was on the bulletin board when the class arrived for 
the second period. ! few of the boys were examining the 
display when the teacher walked into the room. The teacher 
started and guided a discussion about types of metal cabinets, 
their construction, and the advantages of metal over wood. 
Pictures of metal cabinets were projected on the screen with 
the refleotorscope during the discussion. The boys working 
in outside shops were anxious to talk about the cabinets 
they have helped to build. During the last twenty minutes 
of this period, the teacher distributed copies of the pupils' 
study guide and explained to the class how to use them. He 
also spoke of the optional related activities and the possi-
bility of working together in small groups. 
The third and fourth periods.-- The class started to 
work on their study guides at the beginning of the third 
period. The pupils formed their own groups and worked out 
the answers to the questions on the study guide. The teacher 
spent most of this period going around the room answering 
questions about unit method procedure and sizing up the dif-
ficulties the pupils were encountering. Many of the pupils 
were unable to visualize the construction of the tool cabinet 
from the blueprint. At the suggestion of the teacher, one 
of the pupils offered to draw an isometric sketch of the 
cabinet on the blackboard and to explain the details of the 
construction. This sketch was ready at the beginning of the 
fourth period. The pupil pointed out the location of each 
piece on the cabinet and explained how the various pieces 
were fastened together. 
The fifth to the eighth periods.-- During the fifth 
period, all of the pupils were dimensioning the patterns for 
the various parts of the tool cabinet. Allowing for the 
thickness of the metal was difficult for many of the pupils. 
After the teacher called their attention to special study 
guide number one, most of the pupils were able to solve these 
problems by themselves. Before the sixth period ended, the 
teacher realized that all of the pupils were having 
considerable difficulty in calculating the amount of' material 
required to form the rounded corners. 
At the beginning of the seventh period, the teacher 
demonstrated to the class how allowances are figured for 
curved sections. Then the class worked out several similar 
problems on the blackboard before they started items n. and 
p. in the study guide. The teacher now feels that these two 
items should be inserted in the study guide before item h. 
This change will be made before the study guide is duplicated 
again. Eleven additional blueprints were borrowed by boys 
working in outside shops and submitted to the teacher for 
approval. Three of' these blueprints seemed to be suitable 
for use as optional related activities so three groups of' 
pupils began to analyze them and to develop the patterns. 
One group did such an outstanding job that their work can be 
used as an alternative part of' the study guide next year. 
The ninth, tenth, and eleventh periods.-- The teacher 
expected that many of the pupils would be working on the list 
of' optional related activities by this time. One pupil became 
interested in the arc welding item and did considerable re-
search in the trade catalogues and welding handbooks. His 
report is mentioned later in this chapter. Everyone else 
seemed to have plenty of' work to do on the regular study 
guide. The teacher was unable to decide whether it was lack 
of' interest in the optional related topics listed or lack of 
time to complete the items on the regular study guide that 
caused so few to do the optiomal work. During the eleventh 
period, the class discussed the reports they would give 
during the pooling-of-experience phase. The eleventh-grade 
pupils were more reluctant to v<:>lunteer for these reports 
than the tenth-grade pupils were. Eventually the teacher 
had to insist that every pupil would be required to make a 
report. These reports were scheduled so that they could be 
given during the next three periods. 
The twelfth to the fourteenth periods.-- Our pooling-of-
experience phase was much better than the teacher expected. 
The groups working on the borrowed blueprints made tracings 
to provide additional prints for class use. They made trans-
parencies of the patterns to use with the visual-east pro-
jector and each boy reported on a different phase of the 
project. 
The boy who worked in the shop where the tool cabinets 
were made gave an excellent report on the methods used in 
assembling and welding the cabinets. His sketches of the 
jigs and fixtures used in holding the pieces for welding 
provoked considerable discussion. Boys working in other 
shops explained how they did similar jobs in their shops. 
An outstanding report on arc welding was given by 
another pupil. He _made transparencies showing the construc-
tion of a direct current arc-welding machine. Projecting 
these on the screen, he did a creditable job explaining the 
operation and control of an arc welder. 
The final test.-- The fifteenth period was devoted to 
the administration of the final test. The same blueprints 
and tests that were used in pre-test were used on the final 
test. The pupil growth in confidence and ability was notice-
able in the way in which the pupils went about their work. 
None of the pupils completed the entire test during this 
period but all the papers were turned in at the end of forty 
minutes. 
The sixteenth period.-- All of the tests were corrected 
and returned to the pupils at the beginning of the sixteenth 
period. The class discussed the correct answers and tried 
to discover where they made their mistakes. Near the close 
of the period, copies of the same inquiry form used in the 
basic unit were distributed to the pupils. Without any dis-
cussion or comment t 'he pupils filled out these forms and 
returned them to the teacher as they left the room. The 
pupil responses to this inquiry form are discussed later in 
this chapter under the heading of pupil opinion of the metal 
fabricating unit. 
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Statistical Treatment of the Test Results 
on the Metal Fabricating Unit 
The pre-test.-- Table XIX of the Appendix furnishes 
the data for the statistical treatment of all test results. 
Table XIV shows the range of the scores on the pre-test. 
The highest score was 17, the lowest score was 0, and the 
arithmetic mean was 8.105. 
TABLE XIV 
ARITHMETIC MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE TOTAL 
SCORES IN THE METAL FABRICATING UNIT PRE-TEST IN 
A GROUPED FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTION 
Class Interval 
-
1 Frequene3 
Limits Midpoint Frequency Deviation Deviatio~ 
f d fd .fd 
17 17 2 5 10 50 
16 1 4 4 16 
15 1 3 3 9 
14 6 2 12 24 
13 0 1 0 0 
12 3 0 0 0 
11 0 -1 0 0 
10 0 -2 0 0 
9 1 -3 -3 9 
8 0 -4 0 0 
7 0 -5 0 0 
6 0 -6 0 0 
5 0 -7 0 0 
4 3 -8 
-24 192 
3 2 -9 -18 162 
2 1 -10 -10 100 
1 1 -11 -11 121 
0 1 -12 -12 144 
2 
Totals N = 19 fd • -59 fd
2 
= 827 
'· 
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TABLE XIV (concluded). 
,Arithmetic Mean 
Assumed mean • 12 
AM= fd -59 = 12 - 3.105 
-,--·- 19 
;, · 
Mean = 8.895 
Standard Deviation 
S.D. • c 
= 1 
£d2 
-r 
827 
19 
S.-D. : 5.821 
Figure 4 depicts the relative scores grouped about the 
mean and also the actual distribution and standard distribu-
tion of the scores on the pre-test. The scores on the pre-
test were all very low and the narrow range of scores did not 
give a normal distribution. However, these results, when com-
pared with the corresponding table and figure for the final 
test (Table XV and Figure 5), show significant gains in all 
groups. 
The final test.-- Total scores on the final test are 
treated in Table XV and in Figure 5. The total scores ex-
tended from 80 to 25; the arithmetic mean was 50.37; the 
standard deviation was 18.595. There were more eases in 
Groups I and IV and fewer oases in Groups III and V in the 
actual distribution than the normal. With only nineteen 
cases the variations from the normal distribution are not 
significant. Comments on the scores of individual pupils 
will be made later in the chapter. 
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13 pupil.r 
6roupDl 
GroupiF 
Tpupi/3 
-
GroupV Ciroupi 
rJ'pupil I pupil 0 pupils I 
Actual di~tribution or (}COTe$ 017 the 
Metal Fabricatinq Untt pre-te~t with . 
the normal c/istrtbution shown in red. 
B. 895 
0 I S6 · II 12 17 IIJ 
F/r;vre 4. Relative growth scale on 
the Metal rabrica ling Unit pre- test 
TABLE XV 
ARITHMETIC MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE TOTAL 
SCORES IN THE METAL FABRICATING UNIT FINAL TEST IN 
A GROUPED · FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTION 
Class Interval = 5 Frequeney 
Limits Kidpoint Frequency Deviation Distribution 
f d fd 
76-80 78 2 6 12 
71-75 73 1 5 5 
66-70 68 2 4 8 
61-65 63 1 3 3 
56-60 58 2 2 4 
51-55 53 1 1 1 
46-50 48 2 0 0 
41-45 43 0 -1 0 
36-40 38 2 -2 -4 
31-35 33 3 -3 -9 
26-30 28 2 -4 -8 
21-25 23 1 -5 -5 
Totals N • 19 fd • -7 
fd 
72 
25 
32 
9 
8 
1 
0 
0 
8 
27 
32 
25 
Arithmetic Mean Standard Deviation 
Assumed Mean = 48 S.D. = c fd
2 fd2 
-,- -y-
5 239 2 • (.368) 
Mean = A. • .M. - fd c ,.-
. 19 
= 48 - 5( .36$) 
S.D. 
= 
17.60 
Mean = 49.84 
.114 
2 
Grouplli 
GroupE -
6 pupils 
.5 pupils GroLJpJ[ 
-- -4 pupil~ 
Groap I 
GroupY 2 pupils 
I 0 pupils 
.Actual distri bLltion of total .5cores in the 
Metal Fabricatinq Unit final test with the 
·normal distribLLiion :shown ·in red. 
49.64 
4 22 23 59 '60 . 78 79 97 
Ftgure 5. Relative growth scale on the 
Meta/ Fabricating Unit final test 
I 
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Gains.-- The gains ifi the scores in the final test over 
the scores in the Metal Fabricating Unit pre-test are treated 
in Table XVI and Figure 6. 
TABLE XVI 
ARITHMETIC MEAN AND ST!NDARD DEVIATION OF THE GAINS 
IN THE FINAL TEST OVER THE PRE-TEST ON THE METAL 
FABRICATING UNIT IN A GROUPED FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
Class Interval : 3 
Limits Midpoint 
Frequency 
Frequency Distribution Distribution 2 f d fd fd 
62-64 63 2 8 16 128 
59-61 60 0 7 0 0 
56-58 57 1 6 6 36 
53-55 54 2 5 10 50 
50-52 51 2 4 8 32 
4'7-49 48 0 3 0 0 
44-46 ~5 2 2 4 8 
41-43 42 0 1 0 0 
38-40 39 0 0 0 0 
35-37 36 1 -1 -1 1 
32-34 33 1 -2 -2 4 
29-31 30 2 -3 -6 18 
26-28 27 1 -4 -4 16 
23-25 24 1 -5 -5 25 
20-22 21 2 -6 -12 72 
17-19 18 0 -7 0 0 
14-16 15 2 -a -16 128 
Totals N 19 fd -2 2 518 = • fd e 
Arithmetic Mean Standard Deviation 
Assumed Mean 39 S.D. fd2 2 • • e fd 
-,r - -,-
Mean 
= 
A.M. 
- c t'd 
-22 ,..- • 3 518 
--r9 - I9 
• 39 - 3 (-0.105) 
Mean 
= 
38.685 S.D. = 15.66 
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The gains extended from 63 to 15; the arithmetic mean was 
38.685; the standard deviation was 15.66. In Groups I and 
~ V, the actual distribution coincided with the normal dis-
tribution. In Groups II and IV the actual distribution ex-
ceeded the normal distribution by two each, and in Group III 
the actual di~tribution was four below the normal distribu-
tion. However, with only nineteen pupils involved this dif-
ference is not significant. 
On this unit the boys with the best scores on the pre-
test made the greatest gains and the best scores on the final 
test. All of the pupils with an intelligence ratio of 100 
or better finished in the upper half of the class. Every 
pupil made some gain in each of the three sections on the 
final test over their pre-test scores. 
Accomplishment of· Individual Pupils 
on the Metal Fabricating Unit 
Pre-test scores.-- The youngest pupil in the class made 
the highest score on the pre-test, tied for the greatest 
gain, and made the highest score on the final test. Although 
his. intelligence ratio is recorded as 96, his reading ability 
is the second best in the class. He really enjoyed the unit 
work and the opportunity to impress the other pupils by 
helping them. 
The p~pil with the highest intelligence ratio and the 
best reading ability made the second highest scores on the 
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pre-test and the final test. He worked alone most of the 
time but helped the other pupils when they asked for it. 
The pupil with the third highest score on the pre-test 
finished ninth on the final test. This was the greatest 
change in relative positions in the group. Although his 
intelligence ratio is 108 and his reading achievement score 
is in the upper half of the class·, he did not succeed too 
well on the final test. This boy is the oldest of eight 
children and looks as though he does not always have enough 
to eat. 
One pupil made a score of 0 on the pre-test but he did 
enough work on the unit to improve his position on the final 
test from twenty-second to sixteenth. or the five boys with 
the lowest scores on the pre-test, three left school before 
the work on the unit was completed; a fourth boy failed to 
return t0 school in September; and the fifth boy worked in 
the shop that fabricated the portable tool cabinets. This 
boy said that he never realized how much planning was necessar 
when he was helping to build the cabinets. He became so 
interested that he borrowed the sketches of the jigs and 
fixtures from his employer t0 use in making his report to 
the class. The boss became interested enough to give the 
boy a raise of five cents an hour. 
The group working on the electrical cabinet made an 
excellent detailed layout. This cabinet was made of angle 
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iron, channel iron, and steel plate with many complicated 
sections. The ability to do this kind of work will be an 
asset to the boys and valuable to their employers. 
Other .Methods of Evaluating the Pupils' Work 
The final test was objective and only one answer was 
accepted as correct. From a functional point of view, many 
of the dimensions marked wrong could have been used in con-
structing the Instrument Cabinet. The teacher stressed the 
need for accuracy throughout the unit and insisted in having 
all dimensions exactly right. In shop practice, a tolerance 
of plus or minus one-sixteenth of an inch on many dimensions 
would be acceptable. This was considered by the teacher in 
evaluating final marks on the unit. No homework assignments 
were made by the teacher but all of the boys spent considera-
ble time outside of class working on the unit. Extra credit 
was allowed for this effort and the teacher felt that eTery 
one of the pupils was entitled to a satisfactory passing 
grade upon completion of the unit. 
Pupil Opinion of the Metal Fabricating Unit 
The inquiry form.-- At the close of the unit, the same 
inquiry form used in the basic unit was distributed to the 
class and filled out by the pupils. A copy of this inquiry 
form is shown on page in the Appendix. 
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Pupil responses to the inquiry form.-- To avoid unneces-
sary duplication, the questions on the inquiry form have been 
condensed in the table below. Pupil responses to the items 
in the inquiry form are given in Table XVII. 
TABLE XVII 
REPLIES TO THE IN~UIRY FORM AT THE END 
OF THE METAL FABRICATING UNIT 
~uestion in 
Condensed Form 
1. Like unit 
2. Like unit better 
3. Work harder 
4. Learn more 
5. Enjoy reports 
6. Enjoy reporting 
7. Group learning 
8. Best feature of 
UE.it method 
Replies 
Yes No Uncertain 
19 0 0 
17 0 2 
9 4 6 
14 0 5 
16 3 0 
6 13 0 
15 2 2 
Replies in order of frequency 
---------------------------------
a. It is practical and applies 
to your job. 
b. Freeaom in class to move about 
room. 
c. Working in groups. 
d. Work at your own speed. 
e. More indiTidual help from 
the teacher. 
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TABLE XVII (concluded). 
Question in 
Condensed Form Replies in order of frequencJ I 
9. Worst feature of unit 
method 
10. Suggestions for 
improving the unit. 
a. Making a report. 
b. Study guides lost 
c. Class time too short. 
a. Allow more time to com-
plete the work. 
b. Have more pattern layout. 
Teacher's comments.-- It was a very satisfying experi-
ence to teach both of these units in blueprint reading. A 
tremendous amount of work was involved in preparing the 
material for these classes but with a few minor changes it 
can be used again next year. Additional copies of reference 
books have been ordered for use in these classes next year. 
The seventh period is considered by many teachers to 
be undesirable for instruction. However, with the unit 
method this last period was a life-saver. Every day the 
pupils and the teacher were astonished when the bell rang 
at the end of the period. Reference books, special study 
guides, and other materials were being returned after the 
other pupils in the school had been dismissed. One day the 
entire school was dismissed at two o'clock but this class, 
not knowing of the early dismissal, worked right up to 
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half-past two. 
The teacher believes that these units would be even 
more effective if the number of class sessions was reduced 
from sixteen to eight. Since these classes meet only twiee 
every other week, sixteen sessions extends over a period of 
four months. A unit extending over one bi-monthly period 
corresponding with the marking period would be more prac-
tical. 
/~) 
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I ' I TABLE XVIII I. I 
SCORES ON THE BASIC UNIT PRE-TEST, 
I 
FINAL TEST AND GAINS 
PRE-TEST FINAL TEST GAINS 
Pupil Sections Sections Sections 
I II III Total •. I II III Total I II III Total 
I 
1 16 10 2 28 39 29 11 79 23 19 9 51 ' 
2 17 8 0 25 1e.ft schc o1 ! 
3 1i 4 2 24 28 20 8 56 10 16 6 32 I 
4 16 10 1 27 1e.f1 sehc o1 
5 37 19 2 58 40 26 9 75 3 7 .7 1'7 
6 37 21 1 59 34 32 6 72 -3 11 5 13 
7 29 10 0 39 31 19 7 5'7 2 9 7 18 
8 2.4 12 2 38 32 20 6 58 8 8 4 20 
9 22 8 1 31 36 15 8 59 14 7 7 28 
10 35 4 2 41 37 24 7 68 2 20 5 27 
11 24 2 0 26 34 25 4 63 11 23 4 38 
12 23 10 0 33 28 15 6 . 49 5 5 6 16 ' i 
13 30 15 1 46 le.f1 sch< o1 
14 32 4 1 37 34 19 8 61 2 15 7 24 
15 32 11 3 46 33 26 9 68 1 15 6 22 
16 26 11 1 38 33 29 8 70 .,., 18 7 32 
17 40 11 2 53 42 32 7 81 2 21 5 28 
18 30 '7 3 40 33 20 10 63 3 13 7 23 
19 32 5 0 37 31 23 6 60 -1 18 6 23 
20 23 6 0 29 34 14 5 53 11 8 5 24 
21 17 13 1 31 34 29 5 68 17 16 4 37 
22 28 9 0 37 39 31 6 '76 11 22 6 39 
23 32 13 2 4'7 43 31 9 83 10 18 '7 35 
24 32 1'7 2 51 42 25 12 79 10 8 10 28 
25 33 16 0 48 39 20 5 64 6 4 5 15 
26 36 8 2 46 31 14 7 52 -5 6 5 6 
27 34 4 3 41 45 29 9 83 11 25 6 42 
28 32 3 1 36 28 6 6 40 -4 3 5 4 
I 
29 38 10 2 5 36 25 7 68 -2 15 5 18 
30 34 6 1 41 35 23 5 63 1 17 4 22 
I I 
I 
!I 
I 
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I I TABLE XVIII (concluded). 
PRE-TEST FINAL TEST GAINS 
Pup:Ll Sections Seet.ions Sections 
I II IIJ · Total I II Il~ Total I II II Tot a 
l 
31 33 12 2 47 40 28 ~r 7i 7 16 6 29 
32 34 9 · 0 43 34 31 9 74 0 22 9 31 
33 22 3 2 27 34 28 8 70 12 25 6 43 
34 31 12 2 45 41 28 7 76 10 16 5 31 
35 30 12 3 45 31 15 9 55 1 3 6 10 
36 32 '7 2 41 33 17 6 56 1 10 4 15 
37 26 5 0 31 30 23 1 54 4 18 1 23 
38 19 6 0 25 29 24 4 57 10 18 4 32 
39 31 8 2 41 39 34 8 81 8 26 6 40 
40 26 5 0 31 26 13 4 43 0 a 4 12 
! I 
I I 
I 
I 1 'lf/ i .,.L~ !i 
II 
I 
I 
TABLE XIX I 
SCORES ON METAL FABRICATING UNIT II 
PRE-TEST, FINAL TEST AND GAINS 
II 
PRE-TEST FINAL TEST GAINS I 
!Pupil Sections Sections Sections 
I I II III Total I II III Total I II III Total 
1 4 0 0 4 16 9 a 33 12 9 8 29 
2 4 0 0 4 18 3 4 25 14 3 4 21 
I 3 13 1 0 14 18 5 7 30 5 4 7 16 
J 4 13 1 0 14 19 23 1'7 59 6 22 17 45 
5 3 0 0 3 12 19 16 47 9 19 16 44 I 
15 2 0 17 22 33 25 80 25 
,, 
6 7 31 65 I 
7 2 0 0 2 left sch DOl I 
8 13 1 0 14 ·19 25 22 66 6 24 22 52 
9 16 1 0 1'7 24 32 23 79 8 31 23 62 I I 
10 11 1 0 12 14 2'7 21 62 3 26 21 50 i 
11 4 0 0 4 11 28 19 58 7 28 19 54 ,1, 
12 15 1 0 16 22 is 14 51 7 14 14 35 
13 14 0 0 14 19 29 21 69 5 29 21 55 I 
14 14 0 0 14 15 8 6 29 1 8 6 15 
15 3 0 0 3 lef1 sch pol 
16 9 0 0 9 13 14 10 3'7 4 14 10 28 
17 12 0 0 12 18 6 8 32 6 6 8 20 
I 
18 12 0 0 12 16 11 9 36 4 11 9 24 
19 11 3 0 14 18 30 24 72 7 27 24 58 
20 13 2 0 15 20 16 12 48 7 14 12 33 
, . 
21 0 0 0 0 16 9 6 31 16 9 6 31 
22 1 0 0 1 1ef1 set ~01 
I 
I il 
I 
I 
I 
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BASI 0 1J1!!T 
a., What is a blueprintr( How is l t made? What two 
materials are tracings made ·on? V'•Yhat are the 
advantages of each material? Ar e all blueprints 
b l ue? What ot her col or s may t hey be? 
(3 : l-2),(4: 3-4). 
b .. V'Jhy are bl uepr i nts l mportant t o t he a:rchitect? 
to the person building a home? to the contractor 
or build.e~ 
( 4: 1-~) C> 
to the mechanic? 
e. Why is mechanical drawing a univat~sal lancuage? 
Can you identify or name five different kiDds of' 
drawings? Select ~~y sheet metal objectp and 
.sketch it five ways showing these diff erent kinds 
of drawings as on exhibition for t he c l ass. 
(2: 7-12) 
* do Li ne on a blueprint i n the meChanical drawing 
laneuac.e are similar t o letters and words in a 
written laneuar;e~ Each type of lh1e has a 
definite meaning. study the alphabet of l ines 
on special study cuide number one and then see 
how many you can l oca t e on tlle display of blue ... 
prints o 
(2: 17-~1), (5: 20)o 
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*e., What !a u title bloc~k'? Wiler-.;, is it uaua.lly 
located on a blueprint? What informacion do 
WI'S find i:o. t:\ {:;i tle block? Study the blueprint 
dlepla.y and :note what li.'lformatlon is found in 
all ·ti·tlo blocks .md alae Viha:t additi.onal in-
forma:l-;1on ls found 011 someo 
(S: 26). 
-u.f"~ Can you find a bill ol iJla.'i::arial on eny of 'c:;he, 
blueprints displayed? Vlhat information is f'ound 
Mak3 a lise of 
·che dlft'erent ~ind.s o!"' material no·tad 011 any one 
ot theae 'blueprlntoo 
(S~ ~6). 
Vfu~t views are most commonly used in a .worklng 
(5: l -4· ) ! r1 • .3••t~ 'I o . . . ' ... ~- - ,,. ..., 
h. What .d,oes orthog1•a.phic _pr() j~ctio_;l . msm? . ,. Wha._t 
languaga :i.a tha lllea:ni::lg deJ:•1:ved i'l•om? vf.ht:.t 
tlli~1g1. 
. \ .... 
( ~: 3) -~ ·.· · . . . 
oet j. On ~age ~l is dl•:l.u~ug _ nWilbttr Bl. Answel" all ·;ha 
questions ~bout thie drawing on the following two 
J)~ges .. . and .then ask the teacher for the answer keyo 
,:.. '• 
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·.l; . r . r . ' 
~:tart ·1 n7 '.i": ,; 
( 5 • 5..i. L~·i) ~ 
pages nn.d th,.;;:::;. a~1'~ ,-;;_e te·.:.·.:.l11J.i:' fo:o t~:·~ an.sw•H" =~ ·~.~· oJ 
~.!o.rk yo-u:r· -:;.-Y'c. e. •. !S :··):~~ a~v· ~..~_,.r,p:;•,J: a:..::.r e.rror':l., ·~fj'£. 
tr:,·.:: tc:>:.:c.e:h<:·r tr· t<'.r .. ,. ti'~· f.i:.·.~,r ~.1:~ liSro:: ·yo!.l rlo not 
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BLUEPH.INT READING FOR ShEET :lETAL '."JCRKERS 
BASIC UNIT 
Special Study Guide NQ 2 - COVF~ PLATE 
Note: Red Capital l e tters are used as J:.e,t£).tn.1ng aids 
on this drawinG so that que s tions may be asked ; about 
points, lines, and sur~aces "~thout using a great number 
of descriptive items. 1!1NSWEJ<.S 
1 .. 'llhat is the name of this piece? 
2. \'1hat is lt r:mde of? 
:5. How many are wantedr 
4 .. ·~·~hat i s the scale of this drawing? 
5 .. How many hole s are t h ere in the cover? 
6o How l arge are the h oles? 
7 o ~Vhat ls t he distance between ~t~ of the 
holes? 
8 .o Yihat i s t he distance betwe en the edge 
of the hol e and the end of the cover? --
9. \'Jhat is the d l s tancs '~-etween t he edges 
-------of t he t wo holes? 
lOo ·~ :hat type of l ine is l i n {D) ? 
llo) ~-ihat type of line is line ( A) ? 
l2o ··;lm t t ypo of line i "' ..., l i ne (C) ? 
13c. ',::(lnt type of line ls l i ne (R) ? 
14 o ;·.nat t ype of line is line (K) ? 
15. To \'!hat angle is the plate bent on 
line (L) ? 
16. To what angl e i s. the pl ate bent on 
line (P) '? 
17 o To wha t angle is the pla t e bent on 
line (U} ? 
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BLUEPHIWI' READING FJH SHEET tT.1'.kL VJOlt.'CERS 
BASIC Ul~·rr ·. Page 2 
18. What point in the end view represents 
line (A) in the tcp ·~·:Lew '? 
"-
80o P·.:.lr:.t (Y) in th-s end v i t:Ew ic. ~" f:presented. _______ _ 
by what line in the top view? 
21. Line (H) in the top view is represented 
:U~ · ·n::-..t·B..f, pljin'i:; in the end view? 
~-:.!?,. WllG.\i dcee lh·l~ (B) in tht t.')}.:• "!1 eYf' · 
indicate? 
23. :·;hat does line (C) in the top view . 
1 .. ~·:ld~: :Ji t ,:.._ ? 
;~4. ;r;lnl.t <h:.e~ Ji:n(ll (l-,) ;,n U'\<':', t·~·P vie't.~ 
1Erl ~ . , ·~~\te? 
to~) 
t;J·) (~ 
tT.t~~l~ ::,(~~r~~ ~&- ~- P~)~<l~ z 
·:; 'l!/:; -v '1J:31nf? 
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WOHKl!:RS 
BASIG UNIT 
Pupils' studl guide.-- Second section 
*. ~ketch freehand three views of a rectangular flaring 
pan thet measures fourteen inches by ten inches on 
the topi ten inches by eight inches on the bottom and 
is three and one-half inches deepo The front and 
sides have a one inch flare and the back bas a three 
inch flareo Allow one inch laps · on the sides to 
rivet on the front and baokc The top will be wired 
all around with number eight w1re 9 'l'he pan is to be 
made of twenty-six gauge black iron ~ 
*B. tiketch freeha nd a three-view drawing of any sheet 
metal project you have mode in the school shop. When 
137 
you htive completed the sketch aek yourself these 
questions: i' .. re the three views in the proy: er relati te 
pos i tions? are the views drtiwn in proportion? 
are all necessary dimensions on the sketch? are the 
dimensions clear? 
*ca Sketch freehand an outline of the patterm.s needed 
to make the project you sketched in (b.}. How ooee 
a pattern differ from a working drawing? Have yo.u 
· added the required laps':' Why are the no t ches cut? 
What is the angle or the notched? How do you 1ndi• 
cate the wey to form the pattern? 
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*d o Get a triangular scale from the teacher, examine it 
and answer ~~he 'rollo·r.ine ques·t ion a : Whe 't does the 
number one On the end of the &t;ale indicate·? . ~'.'hat &s 
the smallest fractional pttr·t of an i nch indicated on 
this scale'? \'Jha t other scale is marked off on tb.e 
sorne eqge? How mnny feet are numbered on th~ ~ne-j.nch 
s cale? { Het'er to special study guide _num.ber twc. } 
* . e .. On page a se:rles of. lines have been dra wn to scaieo · 
Get a t:r:ia:lgulal" sl!ale f.rom the tea cher a nd measure 
these l:l!ws a coording to the s cales indica ted.=; Write 
the ieng\h th~t eacn l~ne rapres~nt s in the space a~ 
the rig!i1~ o ~'!..!.lk t!lC teU·::.ilt;;I' foJ.' tilt.B key and OOrr .ect 
cannot understand why a ny of :{our answerfl are wrong., 
*f ~ Why 8l"e .. H: .. ot :l.o1~al views used '.i' Where ma y a sectional view 
view be located Cill a dl·&wii.lg? What does a section line in 
line 1.r~:l.1cate~· ;tat do the ar~ows at the ends of a 
sect ion 11~e indicate? 
1 :26-27. 
8 • How many different ways can a break be indicated? 
What tii fforent r.ea:Jon~. 'i.iW.y a d:t .. aftsman have for 1ndi-
cross-eection ct an Ob je~t? 
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in the t op'.i' Ho\l 'o1i de is this recti.ss? he\. lcng is 
:.t-h. 'i'h {; t h e ou tli~e of the 
blueprint, cietcrmir:, the B ctu~:.::. l.i.lt:.t.ms:l.oru:: :i.."ol .. ct'ch 
lJlocL :::t th-2; ri;~ht-hr:•nd s:.!.•ie of ·::.he dl<.--)~l~o 
* j. '.i.ht- Jrc..~.in . ; on pLge rcprE: eer; t~ the ou 1,lir; e cf tb e 
need to ~r.ov~ r,re indicEt.ccl by le :.te;··s. 1!'ro;:. th::.. 
l etter nnd v~rit e ynur t.ns. t;i ' ir. tt ... £ corre~pcndin ~~ 
bl o ck c t t t e :cieht;-he.nd f;J., .c " • ,.., Vl. thect. 
li ... ; CEi ·J: ~~d .l· n { ·. J 
-- . . .. . 
pvtternE :i:'o.r t ho :,op .:., r_d doo1·. : :rite Ul tb t... ai.r.:c:.:u ;ion .s 
.:.·eprt:: sentf the ou t.l.i r.e of th e 
f ·':l tterm' for th.s cnt"i Ji'. LelE. 
a s inu ic~ted iL (j) . 
* no Below are some typical formed sections~ 
determine the stretchout required for each 
one and write your answer in the space at 
the r1ght o 
Aruw£RS 
' 1 
(2) 
(3) 
14·1 
/ 
* p. Below a~e some typical rolled sect1ons 9 
determine the st:·etchout required for each 
one and write your a:.lswe r in the space at 
the right b He fer to special study guide i/ 2o 
(!) 
(2) 
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FULL ('!IZE SCALL 
The f ull d14.6 ;:;oal~ :ts m•u•i: d l G :;,.t th.s l tt he.nd ~nd with 
Eaah inoh is divided into 16 
SCALE 1 F001' 
t -
Thia spaa io divided into twe~~~ 
.... ' ... ._. 
·e 
• 
~ to 1 l2.f\l' 
!5 at th0' srJeo.ll(.I' d1:~Lb::.:~ :t ·:;~prS'&>S!l' ts ~8: 
--~----··"""""----· -~ota.:. • l_~ji)a~" 
SaA.LE 3/8 ~ 1 FOOT 
This r:r-ct?"l.~ :~c . -u .. ;::r;)~:1 Z\,/8 s:i.; ·~h::i.' ._®:i:~t lw.nd t:<1 d n sho n bel.ow 
s ';! 1 r'1: 0 1 rr-- --,---~~=~tG ''" :;! ~--=~-~ --J~~ 
! ' 
[ ......,.. ~-:."""r~::th.1r.~Lh:0 ,~:~:~: .. ~ : <>n:th~tfi, ·: ~:k ~·~~~::3 
1 l /2c"' ~ 1 .foot, 
3/8"~· l f oot,. 
3/32~" = l foot o 
1 /,, ' r;; . 
~c tha right of the Ztiro 
l/8"" - l foot 
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:.n~teprint R'3ading Test 
DASIC tr.N'IT 
PART I 
Directions: The following statements are either true 
O/;" fnl~o. J.:!" yon th.1.nk ~. st!'!tement is TRUE, 
draw a circle around the letter T. If you think it ia 
F.!!l..SE 1, ene1.r-~.l.•t tm 1,:,t;t~!' F. 
Note tho t~l.l.o~,J~ ;_Jmp.le ~ 
Blu~p~~~~~ ~r~ u~~d in sheet metal shops 
., 
---------------------- --
Blu,:prLnts .fade when expo&Etd to sunlight • 
Blu.,prints are made by dralfing white lines on 
blue paper. 
!f e. blueprint is destroy~d another drawing must 
be made. 
EVe%7 line on a bluep~int has a definite meaning . 
A dot &d 4-&B 11De repreamtl m !D.S.alble •de•· 
A heavr soiid line represents a ·visible &dga. 
An extensi9n line must touCh the object. 
An irregular s1g-zag line is a section line. 
A dimension line has arrow heads on both ends. 
A double-dot and dash line is a cutting-plane, 
A center line is alwa,.a in the middle of a drawing. 
()n a bluep;rint 1 a break line indicateS that the 
metal is to be bent there. 
S,mbols ar;e llSed to make blueprint a look more 
complicated. 
Each drafting room uses its own s,mbola. 
It is necessary to memorize 
betore readtng a blueprint. 
the standard sy-mbols 
® F 
T 
T 
T 
T 
!' 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
F 
F 
p 
•• 
F 
F 
F 
F' 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
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16. 
17 . 
lB. 
19. 
20 • . 
22. 
s:vmbols help the moah~ . .c ·o und.arat~1d what 
the draft~ wapt • 
Doors and 11'indo s are al ua7s dram ou·t 1n 
detail. · · 
Piece marks 1nd1oate the number of pie~ea 
requb:t~ .• 
The different views of a::ii e,~;':t,je~~!,; ~\S:.f b~ placed 
an~e!'~ !)n tm 'b1.14·~P;:'l.Jlli. 
The t{'p . 'rl.~w '·~ a'"w~y~. t•;,a(:;•n& t\ir<i.l(}t:i;:y ebG·Ve 
the end View. 
The end view is always pl aced below the 
front v:te6 
A front ~.e~ !.r; t he ar:~-e m!l a ~ot('&r&pb;. 
23 • · '.!'he front v~-~lt ~ s dt•Q1!':!! !';!': ~ ~;l!.g~ .. t; r..:ri,;;-1.~ 't.o ·t.;n~ 
T F 
T F 
T F' 
T p 
T F 
T F 
'l' F 
front of the object . T F 
24 . The right hand end viev1 is .:pl aced on the same 
levmJ. ·.ttr::t ~~!?"'·~· f:t1'.:.·:.1t '9':lLli ~a to thE; l.;;:t"t oi" lt < T F 
25 • Sfi~;:tS.tt7.Vf,1 .. Y.t t,WS tl!'l.)' b:a l'l'~C$~ lll iXJ:X3' t;;ott~aA1e:ilt ;t F 
locetion. 
2S. Th3" r>:'ila;~;o ~JJ? ~· t•hjt?!:t c.:m l)~ ·.ri~ualiz~d iJ! F 
.tram one vin. 
29. Width&. m~&)' be.: d&teJ:'iJiin1jd front th~ ~n6. Yiew~ T F 
30 . He1g}4t$. m&l' ~l~ d~?te::oh-.;;oci i'1.:··om the 1'i'Oht "tit~w. T Ji' 
31 . L&.cgthB ~Y be & et &r.~rJ.uct'> i'l· c~ tho ~nei ~-s.ew . T .t;~ 
32 . W'iCl.thli 1iia:y b~ u~·tai.t·mir.i,o<i f&u.-~ t.ac i:'l'{m.t v-:i.Gti. 1' F 
~3., T~.~ .~;l!rzr;;.t V~fiit f!.htltHs t:l't.!i l&ii.SV.:. o~ th.& obj~~t . T I' 
. . 
34 . The top view shows th& he1l}j.lt oi' the object. T F 
35 . 'l'Jle end · view shows tm wic!·t.h or thtr object • T F 
163 
2q 
.. ... 
36 . A s ectional view 11:1 u&ed to sho·n the inside of an 
object. 
37. All part a of a working dr·a~~~ng are mad.e in 
prop~·1rtion. 
38. 
39. A f'ull s1&w scale i.s l a:.:oge-,i\ ·t1i*'(i tha eb~~~t. 
40. An architect ueaall'y cu'awa ~iie f'J.ool" pl~~ ':J! a. 
buil·ilng f'"~.ll iii ~Q • . 
41. sc e.la 3" ., l' ;;t, .:;n~ 3 :tr.nh:l.t e~ t~ .. , dr:1w!ng 
equals one i'oot on the \:ib3eot. 
42. On ~ !Waltt tlrP.'frf-t·~ ''-'t~.fil'C: ~~ ~' ·1:'; l.ti tb.~ e.~ti ·1dll 
are 'i!ade el~ ~l'e~ ~· 
43. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50 .. 
.. 
With & llc!·~:te of 1t" • 19 ' a line that measures 2-l" r~:r;tesent~ l.e!!J: rm. th~ ebje~t .. 
WF~ a eeal~ of i" • 1', a line that measures 
l ....... , :. t" ~'"'"'*"' t·tt ,.., .. n. • ... «:J_,.., .• (,;-.,, . ...,;"-"' 1 .~ ~'II: ;a 
, ' .... . 
The title blcel:;: '-~ t b.• t t rtiJt t h:tng to look at 
on a bluep:r:int • 
All necessar7 in!o~stioYi ! s always given on t1 
blueprint. 
It 1s neo<JStY•:tr)" to at"!J .~l' all 3 views tQ viiiuai1 ;~• 
the shape .ot an object. 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
~~ 
... 
T 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
p 
BP...S IC UNIT 
Part II 
1B5 
Directions: On the bluepl'int of th HOOD FOR CUTTING TABLES 
you will find some capital letters enclosed 1n o1rolea, for 
examp~e~ These letters are inserted as lea~ing aids to enQbls 
us to talk abou.t a point, a line 9 or a surface without an exten-
sive explanation. Each question 1n this test can be ans ered b7 
one letter, one word, or one dimension. study the blueprint and 
then write the ·a.naw r to ~Sach question 1n the apace at the right o 
Try to ans er all questions. 
SAMPLEE . 
e.. The length oi the hood 1 
b. indicates an 
c. One invisible line is mark d 
J 
1. The line marked B is 
2. The line marked is a 
3. The line marked is a 
4" Tho lin.G me.z'i[(KJ. io a 
5. Th~l lil1e BB.!•k d @ :ts t!l 
G.. The t c)p v:i.e".r is JDaX'kod 
1 o The .l?ront; vio1r is msu•kotl 
8. The end vimr ifll :marMdl. 
9. The scale of this drawing ia 
10 ~ The battle support detail is a 
rl. The height of the hood 18 
12. The length of the hood is 
/o*;?V1!5'1.6;e_ line 
1\, ~1 
lim 
line 
line 
line 
view 
'4 ... • .. 
f 
l3o The width of th~ hood i a 
l4o The angle iron .frame is mad~ .-;,f - - I 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
132. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
2'1 . 
28. 
29. 
30. 
Zl. 
32. 
!3. 
The angle iron is fastened to the hood with 
The baffle is fastened to the supports with 
The batfle support 1s fastened to the hood with 
The top of the hood measures 
What 1s the size or the baffles? 
On which race of the hood are the outlets located? 
How far from the left hmd end 1s the center line 
o~ ~he ::!'l.ra1• .~Jutl~~ l~JtJ.~l.t od 1 
"t1hab l::! t~ d:1!1t:.lil~~ from t he top of the hood t o 
the top of the out let ? 
What shape is the cross s eot1on of the outlets? 
How tar above the bottom of the hood are the 
ba!tl¢a l~cated? 
H~ uu.ch ap:.tC9 i::S hh~·11':! c :!tftwean the battle and t he 
ai de of the hood? 
What is the ba.f'fle support made of? 
How Wide is the apron on the hood? 
Line@ 1n the top view corresponds w1 til ;\ha point 
ln t.b!t (!~ '(~l,n:~l 
\._ , 
1~~1nt V :U:i. tl!.a ,tJ:nd ·view correllponde with \\bat linG 
1n the -tront view? 
Point D in the top view corresponds with what line 
in the fl'-Ult 'V'i!!r!t'? 
:I..!x!e · in the fr·C!!lt trin eorrespcnds with whBt line 
1n the front view? 
Line ll in the top view corresponds w11h 1b at line 
1n t<h~ r~tmt ''ietti 
: at.; J,.~int j:Jl the .fi•o.ti.!.t '\~eTf corresponds wt th line 
0 1n tbt top view? 
34. What corresponds with 
lint: .. · in t:hc end ~ie~"'~ 
166 
angle 
X 
;)5" ';~'h~1t point in the en•.: vie\\i' cor.res:pon·.~ .s •.i t h lint:! G 
in tht) tor vlew? 
66. ~~:bL t lin~: in t.be en.d vL,;w ccrreflpon<:ls vd th point 
in the top view'.' 
1 37 .. ~~h·~ ·t guege m6terinl is use<.l to mcke the hood? 
. ..l6~ How muny p1ect.E of gt:.lvani2.ed iron are there in the 
hood? 
.:J9 0 How much flst bnr ie used to ml1ke on£~ bcfflt:: support? 
40o How mP.ny r .. ·et of 2"x2'':x~/16" tJngle iron are needed'; 
4lo ::Jhllt size rivets Lre used on this job? 
42o How many i"xl" round b.ec ._. stove bolts l1re needed? 
43 o Whn t is the r1 vet E:prt cing on the ungle 1 ron frt.:\.<;:;.e•r · 
1fJ7 
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r.rt - ~- ; l 
rntterne for the H::porote plt; CU- tbt:.t r:i · ke t H001i TI'On C ~ 'l"l.'JLG T;·.BL..:o. 
when bent up unci :.dJ~u:_:.bled. On the~ · e ~' k :.:. tches the diri: ~ : nsicr•s r;r 
Fror,: the blue : rir.t dotcrt.11nc the "· ctur:;l cih.oneic.)r, for eoch letter 
the Eheet. 
IJor E.Xt::Nple; r----- ® ---- .,- .- - -A /3!.. 1./. II 
'B 
B ·---~f 
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..,. 
~ 
_._, _____ _ 
-r 
R. .,.~N· .. .- ,rz~ /~v.- ... ·, c 
r------------....-.--------)_1 
.:') 
'-tn--_ ·----=--=--- --~'\~. - -_··-~_--:..._-:.._...~ r 
r-£~ 
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r----'- '' ~ --
f.,TrF.ftiV.FO .. &,<'FL.t I ~ 
-l. -·, ~~t ·~ 
6-------~~-- ~ -~ -~ 
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BY.uepr:i.nt Read ·! ng Test 
Ul<.'rAL FABRIC.b.T ING UNIT 
Study the blueprin~ of the INS'.L'RUMLNT CJ'.BIN.i!.T and 
mark the following statements o Some of the statements are 
· true and some are false " If you think that a statement is 
true draw a circle arourid .the@at the ri'ght-hand side of 
the sheet ~ If you th ink the sta t ement is fal se draw a 
circle around the@ 
Lxa.mple: 
The Instrument Gab1net is made of sheet stt:Jel o@ F 
Piece number 4 includes the front and two sides.T 
Section A is taken through the top o 
~,The overall width of the aabinet is 20n o 
T 
T 
The 11/2" x 1/8" C.R. bar is inside the cab1net.,T 
The diagonAl lines on section a are invisible 
edges o T 
The detail of the front panel is the same scale 
as the rest of the drawing " T 
7. The channel bose is 3" high " 
8 ., The clip shown 1n sebtion B is installed on 
both sides of the cab i net " 
9 o The cabinet are. :flush all around o 
10 . All four edges of the top are rounded ., 
11., The door is located on the backo 
'l' 
T 
T 
T 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
l:!L The cabinet is 5' 8 " ' high., '1' . F 
J. 
l3o The front i s made in one piece" · T F 
•. ·-1' 
. ._'• 
171 
14a Piece number(])is a flat plate when finishedo 
l5o The base is made of angle 1rono 
lf....The hole in the bottom 1s 8" in Diameter 
T 
T 
T 
F 
F 
Jf 
17 o The large hole on the panel has a 6 3/4'' radius T F 
lBo The panel is :flanged 3/4" all around o 
19" The. rflQ't~angular hole on the panel measures 
1 '3 I 4 '' X 7/8 " 0 
20" The holes to secure the cabinet to the floor . 
are 9/16" in· diametero 
2lo The 2 7/16" diameter holes in the panel are 
eleven inches between centers o 
22 o The front panel is riveted to the sides 
23,. The thickness of the material can be 
disregarded on this jobo 
24" The 15 1/8" measurement on the sides is taken on 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
the inside of the cabineto T F 
25v Piece Numbers 18 and 19 are the locking deviceo T F 
Blueprint Reading Test 
MI!:l'AL :E'ABHJ.Ci:.'l' I NG UtJI'l' 
part II 
Study the bluppr1nt of the INL1RUulli~T CABlNLT ana 
complete the following statement with one word or one 
d imensiono 
.t:xam.ple~ 
The door is locoted at the 
The overall height measures 
l o The front and two sides of piece number 1 are 
rounded to a radius of 
2o The front projects over the base 
The body oi: the cabinet is ms.de of 
-------r ieceso 
4o The coped out chamnels are piece numbers ______ _ 
Oo The length of the vertical welded seam at 
the top of the fron t is 
6o The distance from the fron t of the cabinet 
to the nearest edge of the 4" holain tho 
bottom iG 
-····------
8 o From the top o·:f th·~ peu.;1. the 2 'J/le~~ holes are __ _ 
9o On the front panel, the length of the chords 
between centers of the 3/6- '' hol•3s is _ 
-~------
lOo On the front panels the distance between 
the center q,f the 3/8" holes e.n.d the edge 
of the 12 3/4" hole is . 
-·~~----
llo The top is joinsd to the sides by 
-----
l2o The thickness of the stock in the bas~ 1-8 _ ____ _ 
l3o C.H. on piece numbel' 14 stands fol' 
14o The hinge used on the cabine t is a ----------~hingeo 
loo 'fhe gauge of the stock useQ. tr. the dOOl"" is ______ _ 
- i .... - --
The looking d~~i~a 1~ made by 
·~---------------
'l'he front punel is m!lde o.f 
·----------~---------
18. Layout the pA.tt(:.t!"-' fo r piece nu.u.oer '7 to 2.:1Ul !:l und 
indic1~ te 'lll necesf::· , r~f cl ir. ... erw ions 
l 9o o n t he nex ~ }IF.it) 8 ~ pc.t."ttn•ns f or th~ ~h~.tllnel fr~::: : ...;u r1ro 
E t ret ~hed 0u t. Tbe dimenslo~s bre inaic~ tea .by le t t erE . 
~{1' 1 te t hu s;r.:: tu ~ .. l dL.ensiom; f o r et~ch of these letter~ 
iL the · rrop e~~ s c w:.re c. t tLe rlght h~;IJJ. s i de of' t.hc 
stw .. t. 
~;u, .~.>-sk the ter,cLe r f or o n e o r tLe o·~b e r purL:;: of tLa 
CFJbinet to ah.m .si o .. 
'174 
I .. 
.• 
~j 
!lt -. 
·' 
; ) 
,_ L-.. 
rM 
__ ... 
~) I ~ ~ 
·•I ~ ~ 
""· 
.\ 
1, ···... ~ -· - • ~- - ·- [Y1 
1. 
Tol;i) 01r1e I?EQD. 
H. R. PICK!-£{) 
s 
ot th In&-trument Cabinet . Fi nd t h · d"im.enaiona; i ndio&:t ed T' 
by letters from the bl.uapi"' ::n:;; .•~nd writ«' th* e.otut'll1 aimens:ion.t;.=-"'"'~~""' 
u. 
in the column at th8' right •. 
~/V · 
. I 
i 
' ·' 
This= aketoh rspa"'6asnts tha pattarn :ro~· the a.ides of the Instrument 
Cabinet~ Find the dimensioua indica ·ted by le"tt;ers-, end write the e.otual 
dimensions in the oolumn o.t the ri~ht., 
176 
! 
1 
I 
I 
e l 
,_ ._- ---,-
'I ~~~ 
~ 
~ 
I 
i i 
\ 
. 1 
'~~ 
i 
' i 
I 
I 
' ~J 
~ 
I 
l ~ 
.I ~ 
------1,\·( 
1 
ii 
l 
l 
I 
I I 
··---~------ ~y !I I i 
' 
I 
~ 
:: 
U==~ 
177 
Th5.s akatch repree;enta the 
Find 
the d!m.::nsloncr indioatod 'by :L~.:..tera 
; 1'.. ;.:', --- ~- , I. j .;~ · ' t '\ {\ ~ ;;.._ \ l"-' ;:: "f ·~~"~; ....  ~:J'='k.~;;.. :.~~-. ,,. ~~:· . }. -~ "· ';.~~-~ ~~: .'~- ~~ - .. ;. :!·~-~·· ~-:~'!·~~~~::1-:...:. 
Pc No S 
r f:f..oNi 
Pr: !vo 5 - ·ON£ R£® 
:11:/6 lt R PlCI<J..E D 
A' 
B 
c 
f) 
E 
F' 
...... -
-
...... ,_ , 
.r 
... 
M' r \N ----~~ ® !i I 
ft /Yo 
G~ 
K R 
H il 
,.....:....!...) 
I~ . : 
,/L 
,., 
I j __ 
' I 
~----
' 
~ ... H 
G ___ ..,_.., !~ 
·- ·· 
J ___ _ J 
The~e sketches represent the patterns 
:r 
K 
I-
M 
.. J:L 
_Q_ 
p 
G., 
R. for piece numbers 5 and 6 ot the Instrument Cabinet o F~om the blueprint, determine the 
di~eneions indicated by letters above and write 
the act ua l d1mons1ons in the column at the right ., -
' 
6 
{78 
-
-· 
-· 
-
" 
--
-
\ 
\ 
I • ': 
. ~. ~ 
-· --. . . ·- . ~·~-- .. , ~ ,: :• _.., .... 
' 
.. . :-t-··- ,.,..._.."',~ ._ .. 
. , 
~J' 
_.,_ - r •. , 
--· -· .. - ! 
- ··. · -. 
-~·. 
' ' 
reNo /0 tt.S sh"'v;;;- 011c r¥-
Fi; No II opp. 1-J-;~d ~ O~e re.f:d 
.Z:N.)TI VM£!Y7' CAOIIYE.~i:w 
---·- -.. ~~ .. 
Clfi:JNNt.-L FRlW£ - RNeu tJ-9~/0-ll 
ONC OFE'ACN '/(EQJ)' :U6~1 H.K. PIC/G/..£1) 
179 
. 180 
-T- r -....... -- -=~ 
t --·-T -· ~ -- --
+=j I _j_ ~ _.__ --~~ 
_  j -· t --r= E --;=--1--·· 
I 
~:...:- - - . ~~-- . . . . -"" - ' 
- ----- --. -- - . -.  -· ·- :-•'1 
No.IZ F!#.wft: Re; D. 
. --
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
! 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
181 
. 182 
··-::· ·L:-. ~-~ 
••• 4 .. "'.' ~ t '. :i 
i 
II 
This sketch represan·ts thll pattarn for the front ;?ilnotl .. ."f'ind 
· the uinieusioua indicated by '!ttt'i>e:rs. on t~e bluaprint ~md write th-:t ~otual 
' 
dimensiob.s in the column a~ the rie;h+. .. 


BLUEPRINT READING FOR SIIEET f.ffi'l'AL WORKERS 
Baalc Unit - Optional Rela.ted Activity 11 
PAINT CABINET 
-· •o:., _ .. _ , _ _,_~~ .... ....., ....... _, .. 
1. What is the overall height of the paint cabinet? 
2. VJhat is the overall length of the paint cabinet? ____ _ 
3. Vihat is the overall width of the paint cabinet.J ------·---
4. Y.'here is the door hint;ed? 
5. How is the top fastened to the back and sides?· -------
"t ' 4 6G How are the corner braces attached to the cabinet?__,. __ _ 
7o Are the shelves secured permanently? 
Oo IIow is the band iron fastened to the door? 
9o llow is the door supported when open? 
lOo What size . slot is cut in the d,:>or for the locking bar? ___ ~__ 
llo How wide is the flange on the door? 
---·- ---
12o 1.1hat is the clearance between the door and each side? ------
13o 1.';'hat is the clearance between the door and the top 
of the cabinet? ~---.·~-----
14. How much material would you order to make six paint 
cabinets ? Allow 10;~ extra for waste on each item 
noted belowo 
20 lron 30 inches wide a. calva.nized ___ , _ ___, _ 
bo 24 c;alvanized iron 30 incl1es wide 
- -· ---
· C o 20 galvanized iron ~0 inches wide 
do 1" x 1/B" band iron 
eo brass transom cLaln 
f .. 3/0" round calvanized rod 
g., .Four pound rivets 
184 
. 
185 
PPTT 5Ui fOR PA\Ni CAf>lNET 
L10P SHE.LF 
. ' ,. 
,, 
__ ___, '\,...__ t')f'() 
--~F- /Z 
186 
PAINT CABINET 
TOP 
~ ... t~ 
.. 
I 2 3 .Z." 3" 
tJ -.. -- ,. ;-
I r _j__) j_ ~ 117 ·~ / 
' BOTTOM ..... 
' 
" 
! ;., 
... 
1 
UPPEFa. SHE.L.F 
-
• 
PAlNT CABJ.N£:T 
POOR. 
Z4 Galv.- J WQ.rlted 
3" 
- Z4-4 
.. ,.. ~ ..___.., 1 ')( - - 13 o "'ell l"ro\1\ - .. Wan~ .. 
187 
BLUEPRINT HEADING- FOR SHE.ET METATJ \:VORKERS 
Leader Head 
-~,:3Jr.C:~~-.-z<--
1. What material is wall made o£ at " A" ? --~---
II 
" " 
n It 
3. n n 
" 
II n 
4o Vlhat does D.S. indicate? 
"~"? 
" " "c" ? 
II 
" --------
5 o What is the greatest width of the Leader Head? ··-·-~ -
·--=~-
6o \'!hat is the height of the Leade r Head? 
7. Vfunt is the greatest d is tan ce leader head projects 
f rom wall ? 
Do r/hat is the overail length of f:tni shed Le a der Strap ?_~=--
9o \'Jhat i s the o~Ierall width of .ftnished Leader strap? ~-­
lOa i'Jhat 1 s d.lsts.nce f:rom wall to inside of Le ader Strap? -~­
llo \'Jhat is distance from wall to outside of Leader s trap? _ _ .~r. -
12o VJh at is tho slze of recess on front of Leader Head? ·-~~="~ 
1 3{1 What is the size of recess on side of Leader Head? - ~~=-====-~ 
l4o What is the distance between D uS~ and wall? 
l5o ~-ih a.t is the size of DoS e? 
16o How far does DoSo extend below top of leader head? ·-~== =~-
17o \'1'hat i s wi dth of Scotia molding marked "D11 ? --~~---~ _ 
18 o Vihat i s the wi dth of hal f round mol ding marked "E" ? ~-·--­
l 9 o "\Jb.at 1 a the h eight of Cove mold ing marked "G"? 
20 o How far above t he h e a d of second story windows 
is the top of t h e l e ader head? ~·-· ~.,,~---~-
·188 


t) ·- i "T'I v • lN n- !:.,p:.-· -,·· H u.., f ... : 
•· I ' ""... ,..... • ' "'-" • ~ <IF 
-------·~ .... ---·---.... - ..... ~- ____ .... ··-·· .. ----· .... ··-. -------------.. ~--------~ 
·-:-r;e teociit}~r·'::._ ._1/t)t...l/d hlrt;e to k !!CJW yo,,r Op1Yi.' ')r, 
of the. Lit? it · -~r"'~ellioci ollee;r ~.,.;-~'9· ~., i1Cit l'"'t yov;-
?/a;·fje Cll'; y where or~. th/s p~p~.r. /.Jnsv.Je.r t;:CtrC/-; 11./Ci..rl/on 
,ey_,.'h'!Kly OYJd e .Y. l)r>:~~,.;s j!~J.tr hon i!•S't . op/11/ior:.... O.n.--
qu:s tt OYiJ It~ '1; /,/ :1'?/.,ll.- o ,"1~-~,)er rs· >·rs clraw a cHcle 
q,oy;'ld tiJe G?J a:l fl;e ~''.19/;t. .Tf' yo~.t.r- OI"'JJ0e.!' tJ NO 
encircle the.@ .. ~"":;r yt."~u asre und~c ,d@c/ G·t:tt:,rcle M/.?J 
· 2 Do y~~ l'l:.e tl,"'-::; -t!.~;; t Y-1 i!fhoct i.rttt~,- t~~,., Y N U 
the l.!rS u (A/ "''{G. f.~,(" ~:;f l~o·."' . li''t"; .? 
;I " 
3 lJ/d _y'otl wo,-tf l;.::"l".:.l~,. on fhe_ i-·n, t-
...-,y;e.tl?6c/ fl;~ J1 you LIC.:~Ial.ly do ? 
\/ 
• 
N U 
4. DQ ~()tl ,t/;1 ~k. ,ycu t&-=-Q,~,.. n ~d ,..-n~re r,v;t~t, Y N U 
tAe vn/l '?''"lell--;od ? 
C: Vtd yol./ eni~'~Y t:~Je Y@PCJ~"t5 c:~r~,./ .. .,9 owr Y N U 
t:Jocl.•"n.9 .. al-.. e.r-pe_rrl en..ce /)l-;ose ? 
G. Dt'd you lin.J.o'f #,~ oppC~"tt-~n,fy fo -w,a,t(C!. Y N U 
a. YtpoY"t t6 tfje c:/o..rs _? ,. 
7 Vo yo~ feel t-J;at yo11 le'ir"l1eci VJ?:j1''e.. Y N U 
l..e.)Of"'/<.,l )r,t , .• cu~L Q.. ~~1"'01.1p 'f-~0. Y'- )10'1 iA,)t'H.i/d 
l,()ve wo,rk~'ny Q./one .' 
(oveY') 
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BLUj!.pRINT RE&1.D ING TEST 1 6 o (1) 
36o ® F 
... ~ F 
BASIC UNrr l7 o <V 
37o G) F 
T 
PAilT I 
J.8 0 T ® 38o T ® 
. . 
ANSWER KEY l9o T 0 39 o T (f) 
20o T (!) 40 0 T ® 
(i~ 21\') ® 
4l o (j) F 
lo · F 
T 
-2o T 
.0 V:) 42o cv F 22u 
3., T 0 43o cr> 23<> T i® F 
4o f!) F 44 o T 0 
Oo ~~ F 24~ T ® 
CL 71 40o IGJ G# F <!1 
F 
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:52., T ® 
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35o (~ F 
( Page 1 ) ( Page 2 ) ( Page 3 ) 
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Blueprint 
R ·ding 
'l'e~~>t 
BASIC UNIT 
w 
Part II 
ANSWER KEY 
lo vi.dbls 
2.'o ~anter 
3 o &xtension 
olo break 
5:o dimension 
S o Jt 
7. "ff 
a.,. z 
9 o 1/2"11 §; 1 Ft. 
10, U'O'tio:nal!.. 
11 o 24"' 
li2~ ~3.'' 4ti• 
14. 2~'· x 2~· x3/l6 
15. &lb. rlv~: 
l6 '" 1/4"' bol ta: 
36, 0 
3.8o 10 
39 .. 9"' 
4lo:. 6 lbo 
4i3o B"' 0 oO'-o 
44 .. 12'" 
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ll ~~ Blueprint Reading Tfiat 
B.Ml.IC UNIT 
P&li"t !II 
!illSllER KEY 
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21 .. 4n ~ ii lB 10' R'' 
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Blueprint 
Res. ding 
'l'e&it 
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FABRICATING 
UNIT 
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lo@ F 
22' T ® 
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4 o t 0 
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